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ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS WITH 
MRS. NORMA JEAN FULLEN 
August 11 and 14, 1997 
Huntington, West Virginia 
Interviewers: Rita Wicks-Nelson, Ph.D .. and Ancella Radford Bickley, Ed.D. 
Transcriptionist: Gina Kehali Kates 
RW-N: It's August 10th, 1997. (Correct date is August 11] We'retalkingwithNormaJean 
Polley Fullen. Ancella Bickley and Rita Wicks-Nelson. And we're in Huntington at Norma 
Jean's house. 
AB: August 11th. (RW-N: Okay) Norma Jean, would you talk a little bit about your family? 
Because I know that your, your father came from over the river, the Polley family, (NJF: Yeah, 
Lawrence County) over in Lawrence County. Do you know much about that part of the family? 
NJF: Not a great deal. Uh, I'm talking with my cousin, Calvin Vinson, because he grew up in 
Buffalo. And we used to go over there, as children, on Mondays. They lived in a house on the 
road where my great-grandmother lived in the back. That's the only grandmother I knew. Uh ... 
RW-N: Now, whose family is this that you're talking about? 
NJF: We're talking about my-, my father's family. 
RW-N: Father's family. 
NJF: Polley. (RW-N: Yes, okay) And that was the only grandfather [Mrs. Fullen later changed 
this to grandparent]that I knew. But, since then, Calvin has taken me over there to the Macedonia 
Church, and the cemetery there where most ofmy father's relatives are buried, where he wanted to 
be buried, and I refused to let him be buried there. Because at that time, they didn't keep the 
cemetery up. 
AB: Well, if they started, it's new, because the last time I was over there, it was overgrown. 
RW-N: As a stranger, let me try to figure this out. When you said over the river, I mean, are we 
still talking about Huntington, because [laughter, overlapping voices-inaudible]. 
NJF: That ' s a Huntington term. "Over the river," because that ' s where we were, over the river. 
RW-N: So , we ' re talking, we ' re still talking about Huntington? 
NJF: Yes. 
RW-N: And over the river is another section, not very far from here? 
NJF: Over in Ohio. 
RW-N: Oh, it is, it is in Ohio. 
NJF: In Lawrence County, yes. 
RW-N: In Lawrence County, Ohio, okay. 
NJF: Yes. 
AB: See, a lot of the Huntington black families, the older families in Huntington, had connections 
in that area, because there was a free black population there before the Civil War. Which is what 
Norma Jean's family (NJF: Mm-hmm) was a part of, that early black population there. And there 
is still a church over there, and there is a cemetery that is attached to that church. 
NJF: I've got the picture; Lisa did it, excellent. 
RW-N: And you say your father wanted to be buried there? 
NJF: Yes, he did. 
RW-N: But you decided not to do that for what reason? 
NJF: Well, he just mentioned that in passing. And I said, no, I'm not gonna go over there and cut 
down weeds to find your headstone and bury you there. So, he wasn't buried there. But most of 
his people are. 
AB: The congregation has largely gone. Because as the younger people grew up, they chose not 
to live over there. So, they have moved all over the country. The cemetery remains, though, but 
there has been nobody from in here ... 
RW-N: Taking care of it? 
AB : ... to take care of it. But your father's family ... . do you know .. . did you know anything about 
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your, your father's family, how they came there, or anything like that? Where they came from? 
Do you ever hear any stories in the family? 
NJF: I have no idea. (AB: Uh, about that.) No idea. 
AB: Do you know the names of your father ... your father's mother and father? 
NJF: Cora Beasley [correct name: Beason] was her maiden name. And his name was Will Polley. 
RW-N: Now, these are your grandparents, right? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. 
AB: And they lived over at ... 
NJF: Cora Beason, Cora Beason. [NJF is correcting this name] 
AB: They lived and died over there, over in Lawrence County, Ohio. (NJF: Yes, far as I knew, 
mm-hmm) Now, your mother was from Pomeroy? 
NJF: Right. 
RW-N: Pomeroy, West Virginia? 
AB: Pomery, Ohio. Which is up the river uh, from, from Huntington. And Pomeroy is a 
fascinating little community. (NJF: You told me) A fascinating community. So, would you tell us 
a little bit about your mother's family? 
NJF: I don't know much about my mother's family. Uhm, Theresa's [Mrs. Fullen's oldest 
daughter] doing research on that now. And her maiden name was Still. And we've kind of traced 
it back, and we think that her, my mother's-let me see now how is it. The Still that was in the 
underground railroad. She thinks that we're in that line of Stills. She ran into a girl who's doing 
research, also. And all these Stills up around uh, the Pennsylvania area. 
AB: Are Stills black or white? Both? 
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NJF: Well, as far as I know they're black. Ubm,-
AB: Isn't there a Steele Funeral Home in uh, Ironton? 
NJF: Yes, but I think that that's spelled differently from [inaudible]; I think that's spelled 
differently. 
AB: [inaudible: recorder turned off and on, it appears] 
NJF: My mother's father was named was Henry Clay Still. And uh, these Stills lived-they 
were kidnapped and taken into Kentucky, two boys, two brothers. They were put into slavery. 
And Henry Clay lived across the street from them. This is the story I've gotten so far. And uh, 
he took so much liking to Henry Clay, that he ended up-they don't know what happened to one 
of the brothers [inaudible]. They don't know what happened to him. Or whether this was the 
same Henry Clay or not, cause my grandfather's name was Henry Clay Still. Whether he was 
named after Henry Clay or not, I don't know. (AB: Mm-hmm) But they're doing research. But 
most of the Stills are in the Pennsylvania area. 
AB: Well, I asked about the funeral home in, in Ironton, because I am told that that was a stop 
on the underground railroad, (NJF: it might have been) and that the Steele family down there-I 
don't know whether they had the funeral home then or not. But that building-now who told me 
that story? That the building uh, that there was-there's always a tunnel story when you're 
talking about the underground railroad. Everybody can tell you about a tunnel. But they say that 
that was one of the stops. And I wouldn't be surprised if there wasn't some connection. Uh-, 
NJF: Could be, and you know how they changed the spelling of the name. So, it very well could 
be. 
RW-N: And how is the name spelled in your family? 
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NJF: S-t-i-1-L 
AB: So, your mother came from Pomeroy? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. 
AB: And uh, did she have brothers and sisters? 
NJF: Oh, she's from a large family. Because her father had married twice; he had two sets of 
kids. So, I don't know how many there were. (AB: Mmm-hmm) 
RW-N: But you knew them? You knew some of them? 
NJF: I knew all of them, all of mother's brothers and sisters. 
RW-N: And she was where-the oldest, in the middle someplace, or you're not sure? 
NJF: Uh, oh shoot, I've got that family tree upstairs. I think she might have been about the third 
daughter. i I think. 
RW-N: Of the first family or the second family? 
NJF: No, the second family. 
RW-N: The second family. 
AB: And what about your father's family? Did he have brothers and sisters? 
NJF: He had one brother and one sister. 
AB: And did you know them? 
NJF: Oh, yes. My Aunt Leafy is still living. 
AB: Oh, yeah, I've heard (NJF: You should know my Uncle Chester.) Ms. Duckworth, sure, I've 
heard Ms. Duckworth talk uh-, 
NJF: Yes, yes, uh-huh. 
RW-N: So, you grew up with a lot of aunts and uncles? 
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NJF: Well, actually ... not really. (RW-N: no) Because they lived in Pomeroy, all of them lived in 
Pomeroy, with the exception of one. And she lived in Chicago. Uh, about the only time I really 
saw them was when there was death in the family, we always went to the funerals. I knew one 
aunt a little better, because she came here when her daughter lived here. Evelyn Woodfolk's 
mother was my mother's sister. (AB: mm-hmm) And Vesta Qualls, remember Aunt Vesta? 
They had Joe, Joe Goss's [inaudible] Green [inaudible]. They had a restaurant. 
AB: Yes, yes, yes, it's up on Seventh Avenue. 
NJF: Yes, yeah. Well, okay. Aunt Vesta was my mother's sister, that's her half sister. But I 
didn't really know them. I knew Uncle Chester (RW-N: How did your mother and father ... I'm 
sorry) I knew Uncle Chester and Aunt Leafy because that's my father's brother and sister. 
RW-N: And you knew them better? 
NJF: Oh, yes. 
RW-N: Yes. How did your mother and father meet? Do you know? 
NJF: Well, after my mother's mother died, uh, my mother went to Parkersburg to live with her 
sister, my Aunt Jenny, and she finished high school there. 
AB: At Sumner? 
NJF: At Sumner, uh-huh. In fact, Mr. Hazelwood taught her. And uh ... 
AB: Did she know him, in Pomeroy? Because he was from Pomeroy. 
NJF: Yes, he taught her. 
AB: I mean, in Parkersburg, though. He was at Sumner. (NJF: Yeah) He taught at Sumner. 
But did she know him in Pomeroy, (NJF: I don't know, I don' t know) because he was from 
Pomeroy, too ? 
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NJF: Was he? (AB: Mmm-hmm) I didn't know. (AB: Yeah) Uh ... then after she finished high 
school, she came here and worked for a white family. And they met here. 
RW-N: And your father ... what was your father doing here? 
NJF: Well, his parents died. So uh, when he was, I guess, maybe he had made like a fifth grade 
education. So, he and his brother dropped out of school to take care of the sister. And uh, I 
guess being over there in Lawrence County, he just came over here probably to look for work. 
AB: Lawrence County is, is pretty rural. (NJF: Yes) Uh, always has been, even now it's still fairly 
rural. And so, particularly after the Civil War, people went over there because they could be free 
(RW-N: Yes) when they escaped from slavery. But once the Civil War was over, and they began 
to develop industrially in West Virginia, they came back over here uh, to work. And that's 
probably what happened. 
RW-N: Now, when were you born? And where are you in the family? And how many brothers 
and sisters. . . ? 
NJF: I'm the baby. 
RW-N: · You're the baby? 
NJF: Of the five children, mmrn-hmm. 
RW-N: And when were you born? 
NJF: Here at Huntington. 
RW-N: And when? 
NJF: June 14th, 1928. 
RW-N : Uh-huh. In Huntington? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. 
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RW-N: And you grew up here? 
NJF: Yes. Yes, I grew up here. 
RW-N: And did your mother and father actively work, while you were growing up? 
NJF: My father was a chef at Guyan Country Club. My mother was a house maker, homemaker. 
But she started working with him making salads and things like that later on, after we grew up. 
RW-N: And you uhm ... tell us what schools you went to, here in Huntington. Tell us what 
schools you went to here in Huntington. 
NJF: I went to Barnett and Douglass, Barnett Elementary School and Douglass High School. 
RW-N: And they were both black schools? 
NJF: Oh, yes. 
RW-N: At that time, right? (NJF: mm-hmm) Either one of them still standing? 
NJF: Douglass is. 
RW-N: Douglass is still; Barnett ... 
NJF: No, they tore Barnett down. (RW-N: right) That's where Auto Tech or Auto Zone or 
something is. 
RW-N : As we drove down, you-you, Ancella Bickley-told me uh, that the school used to be 
on that corner. Right, okay. Can you tell us uhm. .. what your life was like when you were a child? 
You were the baby of five children, you said? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) How old was the oldest one? 
NJF: Uh, there were four girls and one boy. I guess he was at least seven years, seven or eight 
years older, to be the oldest one. 
RW-N: But you were, so you were pretty close, though, for five kids, right? 
NJF: Oh, yes, yes. Two years difference in all our ages just about. 
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RW-N: Okay. I guess-, I, I also come from a family of five, but there were sixteen years 
difference between the oldest and the baby, so that sounds-, seems closer to me. (NJF: mm-hmm) 
Uh, can you tell-, did you have, among your brothers and sisters, did you break up into pairs of 
friends, or did you all get along equally, or. .. ? 
NJF: Marian and I were closer. 
RW-N: Now, who was this? 
NJF: Marian. (RW-N: Marian) Yeah, 'cause she-, there was two years difference in us. By the 
time I went to high school, my brother - my oldest brother- my brother and my oldest sister had 
left. (RW-N: Uh-huh) So, Marian and I were closer. 
RW-N: What was it like growing up in Huntington? 
NJF: Well, I had a very enjoyable childhood. I had a lot of friends, and enjoyed uh, going to 
school, always liked going to school. And of course, it was just a very close community. And we 
stayed in our own little community. We didn't have too many places to wander. Uh, but I had a 
very enjoyable ... 
RW-N: Now, where was that community when you were growing up? Where was that 
community, in terms of streets here? 
NJF: Uh, Tenth Avenue, Artisan, Ninth Avenue, Doulton, from about 16th Street, the majority of 
the blacks was about 16th Street to about 19th Street, a little square area. 
RW-N: So, you said you always liked school? 
NJF: Oh, yes. 
RW-N: What did you like best about school? 
NJF: You mean courses? [laughter] 
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RW-N: We wanted you to answer that. 
NJF: Well, I, I don't know. I just liked the atmosphere there. It was a friendly atmosphere. You 
knew everybody, and parents knew you. 
RW-N: Were the parents very actively involved in the school? 
NJF: I think so. (RW-N: In general?) Mrnm-hmm, because we had a band, and they were very 
supportive. They had a band boosters club, and they came to the football games, and they came to 
the-my parents didn't much, because they worked and they couldn't come. But I think they were 
very, very supportive, all the school activities. Everyone was very close, because you knew 
everybody, and everything was centered around the school and the churches. That was our 
recreation. 
RW-N: And, when you were growing up, you, did you go to church, or ... ? 
NJF: Yes, morning, noon and night. [laughing] Morning, noon and night. Plus, bible vacation 
school. [laughing] 
RW-N: What church did you go to? 
NJF: Sixteenth Street Baptist then. 
RW-N: And did you go to church because you wanted to, or because your mother and father 
wanted you to? 
NJF: Both, I think. But then, of course, as I got to teenage, I didn't go quite as much. I knew 
they had a rule that if you didn't go to church on Sundays, you couldn't go to the movies, so we 
went to church. [laughs] 
RW-N: Does church play-what, what role does church play in your life now? 
NJF: Oh, I'm very active in my church. I'm Methodist now and I go to church and I'm very 
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active in my church with the women's organization. I hold offices in the church, and uh, I'm very 
active. 
RW-N: So, that's been really a continuing factor in your life? 
NJF: Yes. Other than a part, you know, you get so you stop going, you know. And then you 
realize that, I had kids I was raising, and I told my husband, "We've got to get in church, we've 
got to get these kids in church." So, I started going back and been going back ever since. 
RW-N: So, you drift away at times, and then drift back when you have children. 
NJF: Yes, right, exactly. 
AB: You go over to Ebenezer? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) But you grew up at Sixteenth Street- (NJF: 
Sixteenth Street Baptist) When did you make the shift from uh, Baptist to Methodist? 
NJF: WheniJ-, you know, I'm not a church hopper. And I don't want to call names. [chuckles] 
But we had a minister that he just did not, I just could not. .. well, I'll put it so: We went there for 
Mother's Day one Sunday. And instead of him honoring mothers, he ridiculed mothers. And I 
said, "Well, I don't want any part ofthis. This is not what I come to church for." So, then uh, my 
girls were going to Ebenezer. So I started going there. They were in the choir and very active, 
so .... 
AB: But your sisters remain Baptist. I know Doris and Fonnie ... 
NJF: Yes, she's still Baptist, uh-huh. And Marian's still Baptist. And I guess Dolores is too. 
And Emory. I'm the only, really Methodist now. [laughs] But yes, church was very active. You 
remember we had Sixteenth Street Baptist Church and Community Center? (AB: mm-hmm) And 
uh, (AB: playground) playground, yeah. It was always there, baseball and the parallel bars and the 
swings and horseshoes, and the- we just grew up in the church. It was the center of activities for 
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blacks in Huntington. Because there was only one theater. And ifwe went to the others, you had 
to go up the alleys and up the stairs, you know, fire escape and things like that. So that's just.. .. 
RW-N: Tell me a little bit more about that. How many theaters were there when you grew up? 
NJF: Oh, there was the Roxy, there was Keith Albee, the Orpheum, and the Cinema. And we had 
one black theater. Fox Theater over here on Eighth Avenue. So, we did ... 
AB: But of those theaters downtown, now, blacks could not go to the Keith Albee, as I recall. 
We used to go to the Orpheum, I remember going in the little place at the side and there was a ... 
RW-N: And, and what? Did you have to sit up in the balcony? 
NJF: Oh, yes. And I remember once going down the alley and up the fire escape. That must have 
been the Roxy, (AB: I think that was the Roxy) I think that was Roxy. And you go up the fire 
escape in the back and sit in the .... 
RW-N: So you didn't even get into the building? You went up the fire escape to get into the 
building. 
NJF: That's right, from outside. That's right. 
RW-N: Do you remember as a child-let, let me ask you some other things. We've kind of 
gotten our way into talking about what life was like for black people, as black people, in the days 
of [inaudible] discrimination. What else do you remember that has, having to do with racial 
discrimination when you were a child? 
NJF: Well, actually, I know we were discriminated against. (RW-N: mm-hmm) But I don't think 
we came in contact with it as much because, as I said, we stayed in our own community-we had 
our own activities. The only incidents I remember would be like the kids would be going to Simms 
and I would be going to Barnett. We both had to pass on Seventeenth Street, maybe we'd bump 
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each other or something like that. But there was always, we could not eat in any of the restaurants 
downtown, any of the ten-cent stores or anything like that. We could ride the buses. (RW-N: 
Mrnm-hmm) But uh ... 
AB: And vote. That's all. [chuckles] 
NJF: I think, when I was younger, I didn't think that much about it. (RW-N: Mmrn-hmm) 
Because I was happy in our own community [inaudible]. 
RW-N: Well, how about when you went to uh, the theater? Did you ... you certainly were aware 
that you had to go up the fire escape and in. Do you have any feel-, you remember having any 
feelings about that? 
NJF: As a child I didn' t think that much about it, I don't think. I know if you went swimming, 
there was no place for a swim area. Every Monday we could go to Ironton to the pool. They 
would let blacks swim on Mondays. (RW-N: mm-hmm) Uh, once a year, they had what they 
called "Colored Day" at Camden Park. And we went then. 
AB: Camden Park is the uh, amusement park, which is at the west end of Huntington. It is still in 
existence. And in those days, it was a totally white park, and blacks just were not permitted to go, 
except on that one day. 
NJF: That one day a year. 
RW-N: So, are you saying that when you were a kid, you, first of all, you were protected by your 
own black community and you kind of operated within it? And you knew that there was 
discrimination on the outside, but you just tried to just, accepted it? (NJF: Yes) Didn' t think 
much about it? (NJF: Right, right) That was kind of the way the world was? 
NJF: l think so . I think you just accepted it because that ' s the way it was, and no one was doing 
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anything, really, to fight discrimination. 
RW-N: Yet you never heard from your mom and dad, you never heard, but--did you have any 
talk about that in the house? 
NJF: No, we didn't. 
RW-N: So, it was a feeling then, too, that you would get from that, that was just the way the 
world operates? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) When do you remember becoming more aware, or having 
more feelings, about that? 
NJF: I suppose as I got older and I think it really hit me mostly when I finished college. And I 
came out an educated woman, and I couldn't get a job teaching. There was a shortage of teachers 
in this community, but it was for white teachers. Consequently, I was forty years old because I, 
before I got ,a teaching job. But, because we only had two black schools. And the teachers would 
either have to die or retire to fill those vacancies, so, there I was. And I had to take lower paying 
jobs, decorating the ten-cents store window, with a B.S. degree. (chuckle) And less than minimum 
wage. Because they had no such thing as minimum wage. They just paid you whatever they 
wanted. 
AB: Norma Jean, did you ever think in those days ofleaving West Virginia to, to get a job 
elsewhere? 
NJF: I would liked to have, but I had a ready-made family, and Hunkey had a job here at the nickel 
plant, so I was stuck here. But I thought about leaving many times. 
AB: She has referred to her husband. Would you tell us his name, please? 
NJF: His name is Henderson Fullen. [laughing] (AB: But his njck_name . .. ) nickname is Hunkey. 
RW-N: Henderson Hunkey (NJF: Henderson Fullen) Fullen. And you referred to him as ... 
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NJF: Hunkey. (RW-N: Hunkey) I didn't, that's the nickname his family gave him when he was 
first born. 
RW-N: So he grew up with that nickname? 
NJF: Oh, yes. 
RW-N: And he was uh, born in Huntington too? (NJF: No) No? 
NJF: He was born in uh, Maben or Glen Rogers, West Virginia, one of the two places. His 
family's from up around Maben, West Virginia. 
RW-N: Okay, so, I'm going to back up a little bit again, (NJF: uh-huh) although we will clearly 
want to talk about your family more. Uh, you, when you graduated from high school here, in the 
all-black school (NJF: mm-hmm) you went on to college right away? 
NJF: Yes, J;went to West Virginia State College. 
RW-N: Uh-huh. Did you always know that you were going to go to college, or when did you 
make that decision? 
NJF: Well, I always enjoyed school. And my father says, "You're going to school and like it." 
And that was it. 
RW-N: So, it was a combination. [laughter] 
NJF: That was it, but I always ... 
RW-N: But it certainly sounds like you didn' t object to that? 
NJF: Oh, no, no. Cause, as I said, I've always enjoyed school. 
RW-N: And you said your father said that. Was your mother in on that decision, do you thing, or 
was your father. .. ? 
NJF: Well, yes, they were in agreement. 
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RW-N: Mmm-hmm, that you would go, go to school? 
NJF: All ofus. 
RW-N: All of you? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. And we all did. With one sister, she balked. She said, "I am not going to 
college." She did go to beauty school. 
RW-N: Mmm-hrnm. Now, you could, obviously Marshall was here, right here in the city that you 
grew up in. (NJF: Yes) You could have gone to Marshall, right? 
NJF: No, not at the time that I finished school, in '46. 
RW-N: Okay. Why not? 
NJF: Because it wasn't integrated. 
RW-N: So, they would not accept you at all, in Marshall? 
NJF: No, not me, not any blacks, at that time. (RW-N: not any black person) I think Ancella, if 
I'm correct, aren't you the first black to go to ... on the graduate level? 
AB: Graduate, mm-hmm. 1950-, ' 51, actually. 
RW-N: So, West Virginia State, then, was the closest West Virginia state college 
(NJF: yes) that would take blacks? That was exclusively black at the time, probably. (NJF: 
Right, that's correct) And you had to live there, right? Live on campus? (NJF: Yes, I stayed on 
campus) Yes, uh-huh. Did you know when you went to college what you were going to major in? 
NJF: No, I wanted to major in phys ed, because I always liked physical sports.(RW-N: Mmm-
hmm) But I didn't want to take all the science classes. Cause I wasn't that great in science 
classes, so, I enjoyed business and I enjoyed history. So, I majored in business and social studies. 
RW-N: And you became a teacher? (NJF: Yes) So you went to teacher education ... fo r those 
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subjects? (NJF: Uh-huh, business and social studies) Business and social studies. So, when you 
came out, you were certified in both of them? (NJF: right) And what year was that, when you got 
your degree? 
NJF: I finished State in 1950. 
RW-N: So, were you there four years? Yes, right? (NJF: yes, mmm-hmm) So, you did 
everything on schedule, in terms of that, huh? 
NJF: Yes, 128 hours was all I have. [AB: chuckle] I was out a whole year and came back and 
finished in August; my class finished in May, I finished in August. Because Dean Ferrell made up 
my schedule. Every class I took I went to Dean Ferrell. 
AB: And knew everybody; he was a remarkable man. 
NJF: Oh, 1he was, he was. 
AB: A remarkable man. 
NJF: And I was inspired to go to school by my teachers, so.... I had some very good teachers at 
Douglass. And then, of course,-
RW-N: Yeah, would you talk about that a little bit more? Tell us who they were and what the 
school was like. 
NJF: Well, I had very good teachers, and I had some poor teachers, just like in the system today. 
Uh .. .I think those that inspired me most was Z.L. Davis (RW-N: Z.L.?) Z.L. Davis, (RW-N: the 
initial Z.L.) Mmm-hmm. He was my history teacher, he was a social studies teacher. He was also 
the coach. And uh, he was just so energetic and he was just full of himself. And he encouraged us 
to do better, and to go on to school. And of course, Myra Fairfax was an excellent teacher. (RW-
N: and she taught what?) She taught English. (RW-N: English) And Thelma Gordon, who taught 
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uh, math-algebra, geometry, trigonometry, all of it. And uh, Rhoda, I guess. [chuckles] And 
there's a lot of teachers ... 
RW-N: Who was that last one? 
NJF: Rhoda Davis. She taught business classes, and Miss Wellman. They were all good teachers. 
And, and this is the one thing about going to Douglass: they cared about you. And they knew 
your family, knew your background. And they encouraged you, you know, to do better. 
RW-N: Do you know how large the school was when you went there? 
NJF: It was seven through twelve. (RW-N: Mrnm-hmm) It was junior and senior high. I don't 
know how many students there was. [clock chiming] We had about maybe only twenty to 
graduate from my class. 
RW-N: And that was probably a typical class, at the time? (NJF: Yes) Mrnm-hmm. Aside from 
good teachers, what else do you remember about Douglass? 
NJF: Well, I think ... 
RW-N: What was the social life like? 
NJF: My social life was good. We had uh, proms, we had basketball games, we had football 
games. And ... 
RW-N: You participated in those things? (NJF: Beg your pardon?) You participated in all those 
things? 
NJF: Yes, I played basketball. (RW-N: uh-huh) And they had glee club, uh, girl reserves, many 
organizations, debating teams ... uh ... they had excellent band. Miss Revella Hughes was the band-, 
she started the band; she was very good. And we had majorettes and cheerleaders, general things 
that you had in high schools. 
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RW-N: And when you played in sports, and you mentioned you were on the basketball team, 
what other schools did you play? 
NJF: Oh, we had uh, we had tournament; we played Garnett, and of course, at that time, Boyd 
Junior and Cabell, they had a, they were junior high schools, but they had basketball teams. We 
played uh, what's the school in Montgomery? (AB: Simmons) Simmons. Uh ... the one in London 
(AB: Washington) Washington High, yes. (AB: Did you play Stratton in Beckley?) Yes. Yes. 
RW-N: And the black schools all played the black schools? 
NJF: Yes, right, mmm-hrnm. And these are girls' teams I'm talking about. At that time, of 
course, you had half-court with six guards, six forwards. (RW-N: right) And we'd go there and 
play, and they'd come here, then we'd have a state tournament. 
RW-N: Dq you look back on those high school years as good years for you? 
NJF: Oh, yes, yes, I enjoyed my high school years, nothing like it. High school and college, those 
are the days you don't forget. 
RW-N: Did you have boyfriends when you were in high school? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm, yes, I had boyfriends. 
RW-N: How did that work? How did you find boyfriends, and ... in your community, at that time? 
AB: They found you! (laughter] 
NJF: That's right. Some were your classmates, and some were older, you know. And some are 
new coming in town. [laughter] 
RW-N: So, you met on the streets, you met in school, you met at ice cream parlors, I mean .... 
NJF: Yeah . . . 
AB: An ice cream parlor. 
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NJF: Yes, D & B, yes, yes. 
RW-N: You had an ice cream parlor that was important to high school kids? 
NJF: Oh, yes, best of hangouts was D & B, (RW-N: What was it called?) D & B, Douglass and 
Barnett Grill. They served sandwiches and soft drinks. 
RW-N: And that was the hangout...(NJF: Oh, yes) for the high school kids? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) 
And you were allowed to go there, when? Was that mostly after school, or was that a hangout 
during the summer, in the evenings? (NJF: after school, or at lunchtime, in the summer, that's 
right). I mean, I remember when we were in high school, we used to walk a half an hour to go to 
this ice cream parlor to hang out. 
NJF: But I think what I liked the best, when we had our proms, our proms were at the school. 
They were in the gym, and we decorated, and they were beautiful. And the juniors would have it 
for the seniors. And that was something to look forward to. 
AB: And there used to be socials at the American Legion, you remember that? 
NJF: Oh, yeah, and, and then we always had socials after games, you know, in the gym. 
[ chuckling] 
AB: We paid about IO, 15 cents to get in to the social. We had records ... and we'd sneak and turn 
the lights off and the chaperon would turn them back on. 
NJF: Yeah, they were, those were fun times, we had good times. 
RW-N: Did you have any serious boyfriends when you were in high school? 
NJF: No, I don't think so. (RW-N: By the way ... ) I thought it was serious then. But after I 
looked back, no, they weren't serious. [laughing] 
RW-N: By the way, I should tell you that anything that we ask that you don't want to talk about, 
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you should just tell us. (NJF: Okay.) [laughing] Sometimes we get nosy, and, I mean, feel free to 
say, "Well, I'd rather not talk about that." So, you had some boyfriends, but, but as you look back 
on it, they weren't terribly important to you. 
NJF: No, [inaudible], "Good gracious, I couldn't live without 'em." But no. [laughing] 
RW-N: Were your-I want to talk about your mother and father a little bit, okay? (NJF: mm-
hmm) How would you describe the home you grew up in, um, very busy, not so busy, very strict, 
not so strict, uh .... 
NJF: Uh, very loving. Uh, strict you could say, but not too strict. Uh .... my father was the stem 
one in the family. Uh ... what he said, that was it. I think I only got paddled one time. And that 
was because I took a rubber band and shot my sister in the eye with it. And uh ... 
RW-N: Who did the paddling? 
NJF: He did then. [chuckling] Uh, my mother did some paddling, too. But I think the last time 
she paddled me, we had a round dining room table, and I kept running around it and she couldn't 
catch me. That was the end of that; no more paddles after that. But uh, we didn't get paddled too 
much, because we were pretty well-behaved. 
RW-N: Did you have chores that you had to do? (NJF: Oh, yes) So, you did have chores? 
NJF: Oh, yes, had to clean our room, do the laundry. We painted and we wallpapered, we did 
everything. 
RW-N: But your mother was essentially in the home during those days, right? 
NJF: Oh, yes, yes. 
RW-N: Was that true ofuh, the mothers of your friends too? 
NJF: Yes, I think so. 
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RW-N: Did you get along well with your mother and father? You personally? (NJF: Hmm?) 
Did you get along well with your mother and father? 
NJF: Oh, yes, yes, we got along well. 
RW-N: As you look back on your mother and father, what I'd like for you to do for a moment, is 
to, for each one of them, talk for a moment about what you see as their best qualities. And then 
I'm gonna ask you something that you wished you could have changed in your mother or father. 
[chuckles] What were their best qualities? 
NJF: Well, I think for my father, uh, he was stern. When he said something, he meant it. And I 
think one of the best things that he instilled in me, was to be independent, and not ever to ask 
anyone to do anything for you, unless it was absolutely necessary. 
RW-N: How did he instill that? 
NJF: He just said, he just told us, you know, do for yourself, take care of yourself Don't ask 
anyone for a favor, unless it's the last thing you have to do. 
RW-N: And do you think (NJF: And I'm like that now) that's how he lived? Do you think he 
lived that way, too? 
NJF: Well, I think .... the fact that he had to drop out of school at age, oh, I guess, he must have 
been about 15, maybe, 12, 13. And that he had to learn to live on his own and take care of 
himself, that made him become independent. And uh, I think he saw that was important, in order 
to survive. And I feel the same way, you know, you have to be independent. 
RW-N: And you say that ' s the way you are today? (NJF: Yes) And you clearly like that? You 
liked that of him, and .... 
NJF: Yes, and I'll tell you why I appreciate that . When my husband passed, uh, I had four girls in 
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college. And I had two sons at home. And if I had not been an independent woman, to be able, to 
know how to manage and take care of myself and raise my family, I would have been in heck of a 
shape. So, I'm glad he instilled that in me. 
RW-N: And his strictness you see as good, too? 
NJF: Yes. 
RW-N: Because why? 
NJF: Well, I think everyone needs to know their limits. And if you're too lenient with anyone, 
they'll take advantage of it. So, we knew what we could do, and what we couldn't do. And we 
knew that ifwe went beyond that, there were consequences that we'd have to suffer. 
RW-N: Now, you told us before, I think, that you had, do I remember correctly, that you have 
three sisters and a brother, right? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) Yes. Did your father teach differently to his 
girls and his son? Did he treat you differently? 
NJF: !...don't think so. I think he would have the same-maybe he would make a different 
approach to my brother, than he would to us. But my father was the dominant figure in our family, 
because my mother was mostly sickly. Uh, she didn't go out much. I don't guess you've ever 
seen my mother, have you? [comment to AB] 
AB: Yeah. 
NJF: Where did you see her? 
AB: Well, you remember you used to live up on uh, (NJF: oh, that's right) Tenth Avenue, up 
[inaudible]. 
NJF: Right, right. But she, sh-like he did all the grocery shopping, uh, he bought all our clothes, 
uh, everything. Cause she just didn't go out that much. She was kind of sickly and uh, he was the 
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dominant person in our family. 
RW-N: So, she had a chronic illness? 
NJF: No, I don't know .. .I've never known, really. I know she was extremely shy. I just don't 
know .... She'd get dizzy spells-she never fainted that I know of.-but she was just kind of sickly, 
weak, I guess. 
RW-N: So, it wasn't anything that really got diagnosed? (NJF: Right) But your mother often 
wasn't feeling well, or. .. (NJF: Right) wasn't out and around much? Did your father work very 
long hours, at his job? 
NJF: Oh, yes, yes, yes. He had one day a week off, that was on Monday. And he tried to do 
everything he needed to do in that one day. But, yes, he worked very long hours. 
RW-N: 1-Je seems, in a way, then, to be an extraordinary father. 
NJF: Oh, he was. I think he was the greatest. He was the greatest. 
RW-N: Now, if you had to change one thing in him, what would it be? After I got you to say 
he's the greatest. [laughter] 
NJF: I don't know. I never thought about that. 
RW-N: So, even while you were growing up, you, you just liked him? And probably more than 
liked, right? (NJF: Mm-hmm) 
AB: Were you afraid of him? 
NJF: Not really. Not really. But I knew that, you know, I had to obey him and do what he said. 
But I wasn't afraid of him. No. 
RW-N: And you didn't get into a lot of arguments with him, because you more or less did what 
he expected? Was that true? 
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NJF: I don't remember ever having an argument with my father. Or my mother. I know I tried to 
get sassy with my mother once. She told me to do the dishes and all I said was, "Mmmh." That's 
all I said, and she smacked me, and that was the end of that. [laughter] We just didn't talk back to 
our parents. We just, we really didn't. 
RW-N: Tell us a little bit more about your mother. You did say that she seemed to be shy and 
was, was somewhat sickly. 
NJF: Yeah, she was. But uh, she was very kind, very sweet, very understanding. Uh ... that's 
about it. 
RW-N: Did her not feeling well make it hard for you, growing up? Did, did-were you always 
concerned, or :frequently concerned, about that she wasn't feeling well, so you had to be quieter in 
the house, or do more work or ... ? 
NJF: No, we weren't, we weren't quiet at all. [chuckling] Not with uh, four girls in the house, 
no. But she was just a very quiet person, very sweet, very understanding. And uh, of course, all 
the decisions they made for us was made together. 
RW-N: So you think they made decisions together, but you have already said your father was, 
was somewhat dominant in the family. 
NJF: Mmm-hmm, he was a strong person, not dominant, he was just the strongest person in the 
family. 
RW-N: But you still believed that they made decisions together? 
NJF: Oh, yes. 
RW-N : He didn't dominate your mother? 
NJF: No. Cause, for example, if we wanted to go to a social, or a mo vie or something like that, 
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we'd ask Momma, she'd say, "Go ask your daddy. Whatever your daddy says, that's what you 
do." Or, if Momma couldn' t say-we couldn't go to Momma and she'd say no, we'd ask Daddy, 
he'd say yes. They're gonna agree; either we do or we don't. They'd agree on what we could do, 
what we couldn't do. 
RW-N: So, you're describing it still kind of as, as a partnership between your mother and father , 
even though your father seems, in some ways, to be the more dominant person (NJF: Yes, that's 
true) in what he was doing and.... What kind of activities uh, did you do in the home with your 
sisters or your brother? 
NJF: Oh, we always had board games to play. That's one of the things that mother did; she 
would join in with us playing board games. And every new card game we learned, we taught her. 
She enjoyed playing cards. We all worked crossword puzzles, my mother, my father, my Uncle 
Chester, all my sisters-we all worked crossword puzzles. And uh, we had a lot of activities at 
home. We'd play games and things together. Games were quite popular. I don't know if they still 
are with kids now today or not. 
RW-N: Computer games. 
AB: Computer now. [chuckling] 
NJF: Oh, is that what it is? Well, no, we had a lot of games. 
RW-N: And, and did you have a lot of friends, and did you go to friends' houses? Did you stay 
overnight in their house, did they come to your house? 
NJF: Uh, yes, we had a lot of friends. Occasionally, they'd let us stay. They more or less would 
want friends to stay at our house, rather than we go to other friends ' houses. We had a lot of 
friends. 
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RW-N: You had friends that sometimes stayed overnight? 
NJF: Oh, yeah. 
RW-N: Did you have any white friends? It doesn't sound like you would very much, in terms of 
the way you described the community. 
NJF: No, I, I don't remember having any. I don't remember having any. Did you, Ancella? 
AB: Up on 28th Street, yeah. (chuckle) 
NJF: Oh, yes, I guess you did. [laughing] Yes, I guess you did. No, I don't remember any. I 
don't remember any. 
RW-N: So, when you went off to uh, West Virginia State, uh, you were not sure what you were 
going to major in? 
NJF: No. : 
RW-N: And when did you decide? 
NJF: Well, I had to have decided my freshman year, so I guess sometime uh, probably the second 
semester. 
RW-N: Was there any one person who stands out in helping you make that decision? 
NJF: No, because I just knew the classes and the things that I was interested in doing. 
RW-N: And while you were there, and you look back on those days, were there any particular 
teachers who stand out in your mind now? For good or bad. 
NJF: Miss Kemp. Miss Kemp. 
RW-N: Kemp? 
AB: Kemp, K-e-m-p. 
NJF: And uh, uh .. . Mackenzie. 
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AB: Lorena Kemp was the English teacher, an English teacher. {NJF: Mm-hmm) And Mr. 
Mackenzie was the history teacher. 
RW-N: Why do they stand out? Why do you remember them? 
NJF: Well, I think everybody would remember Miss Kemp, because she had a reputation as being 
a hard English teacher, and I did have her. 
RW-N: Hard, meaning demanding? 
NJF: Yes, she worked you. 
RW-N: Academically demanding, uh-huh. 
NJF: Yes, she really expected the best from you. And uh, 
RW-N: Did students like her? (NJF: Mmh?) Did students like her? 
NJF: I don't think they really disliked her, do you, Ancella? Do you think so? 
RW-N: [laughter] Some did, huh? 
NJF: I didn't. You know, Ijust .. .it'sjust the reputation that she had, you know. 
AB: Everybody was frightened of her. 
NJF: Yeah, they were afraid of her. 
AB: And she was not, I mean, she would dress you down publicly. She didn't bite her tongue 
when she had something to say. (NJF: No, she didn't) So, if she called your name, you may be 
embarrassed before you got out that door. (NJF: Oh yeah, that 's right) 
RW-N: So it wasn't just that she was demanding? 
AB: No. It was her personality. 
NJF: I think she was just more or less a legend there. 
AB: She was, indeed. 
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NJF: Yes. [chuckles] But no, I, I wasn't afraid of her. I just knew that she was going to be a hard 
teacher, and she was gonna embarrass you, [inaudible] about anything. And of course, Mr. 
MacKenzie was, I just-he just made history so interesting. He was so dramatic and a. . . . 
RW-N: Did you participate in social life at West Virginia State? And what was social life like? 
NJF: Oh, very active. Each dormitory had a spring dance ... . [machine beeping, signaling end of 
tape] and, of course, there were-
RW-N: Now, what were we talking about? So, you were talking about, you were telling us 
[interruption in background]. So you were talking about some of your favorite teachers and social 
life at West Virginia State. (NJF: Oh, yes, th-) And those were, those were good years for you, 
too? 
NJF: Oh, indeed. 
RW-N: Very good years, you said. (NJF: oh, indeed.) High school and college were very good 
years. 
NJF: Oh, yes. 
RW-N: Did you have any boyfriends during that time? 
NJF: Yes, I had a few. [laughter] 
RW-N: Did you have some who were especially important to you at that time of your life? 
NJF: No, no, not until. . . 
AB: Now, you met Hunkey at West Virginia State. 
NJF: No, I met Hunkey here. 
AB: I thought you met him at West Virginia State. 
NJF: No, before I went to State. My first semester I really had a good time-he wasn't there. 
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[laughter] He came second semester. But at State there was more activities, if you were social 
minded, there was plenty to do. 
RW-N: Were you social minded? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm, yeah. 
RW-N: Did you play sports there, too? 
NJF: No, I didn't uh, participate in sports. Nor did I participate as a majorette. I was a majorette 
in high school, but I, I just lost interest when I went to college. 
AB: Now, you joined a sorority, though, at college, right? 
NJF: Yes, mmm-hmm, I joined a sorority. 
AB: That was your second year, sophomore year? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm, yeah. 
AB: And Hunkey came your sophomore year? (NJF: mmm-hmm) And from that point on, you 
never dated anybody else? [ overlapping voices] 
NJF: He'd been there before, see, and he was out working in the mines to make some money to 
come back to school. But I had a good time before he got there. [laughter] 
RW-N: So you met him here in Huntington, (NJF: Yes) but he also then had returned to West 
Virginia State while you were there, right? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) So, you courted during that time 
at college. (NJF: Yes, yes) And then, when did you marry? 
NJF: After my freshman year. 
RW-N: Oh, you married young; you didn't court, you were serious [inaudible]. 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. I married young, after my freshman year. (RW-N: uh-huh) Then we were out a 
year and I came-we both came back ... and finished. 
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RW-N: You were out a year, and then went back again (NJF: Mmm-hmm) to school. 
AB: You didn't live in the, in the trailers up there, did you? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. We lived in St. Albans first, then we moved to the trailers. (AB: Okay) 
RW-N: The trailers were on the campus at West Virginia State? 
NJF: Across from the football field. 
AB: After World War II, they built a trailer court primarily to house the veterans. Now, he was a 
veteran, right? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) He'd been in the Army during the war, or ... ? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm, during the war. 
RW-N: So, he was a handful of years older than what you were? 
NJF: About five years older. 
RW-N: About five years. You know, I don't think that we have, on this tape, when you were 
born? 
NJF: Yes, we did. 
RW-N: At the beginning, okay. And he's about five years older than that? Okay. And your 
family, then ... your children, how many children do you have? You mentioned it before. 
NJF: I had six. 
RW-N: You had six children. (NJF: And one deceased) Of those six? Or were there seven? 
(NJF: No) Of the six. (NJF: mm-hmm) And there were four girls and two boys. (NJF: Yes, a 
set of twins) A set of twins. (NJF: mm-hmm) Can you tell us, uh, what your children are doing 
now, and where they are? 
NJF: Uh, I ' ll start with Scottie; he 's a postal carrier here in Huntington. My son is a- works for 
All State up at Cross Lanes. Uh, my oldest daughter is in California; she teaches school, and she's 
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an artist. She does a lot of speaking engagements on black art history. 
RW-N: Now, you showed us something before, from her, from your daughter. 
NJF: Yes, she took those photographs. (RW-N: Photos) And my twins are in Atlanta; one 
works for IBM, and the other works for, I can never think of the company, but it's a collection 
agency. 
RW-N: So let's see, how many are around here of that? [inaudible] 
NJF: Just the two boys are here. (AB: The girls are not.) 
RW-N: Un-huh. And your husband passed when? 
NJF: In 1971. 
RW-N: So, you have been alone for many years now? 
NJF: Yeah, ;over five years [inaudible] those twenty-five, twenty-six, it'll be twenty-six years in 
November. 
RW-N: And when he passed, you still had a good amount of child rearing to do? 
NJF: Oh, yes. Well, at least the girls were, you know, in college. (RW-N: Uh-huh) 
AB: Did any of your daughters go to Marshall? 
NJF: Let's see, Ylonne got her master's there. And Yvonne got her- what is it?- the Board of 
Regents degree there. Both, they both went-all of my kids went to State, all of them. 
END OF TAPE 1- SIDE 1 
BEGIN TAPE 1 - SIDE 2 
RW-N: You were saying on a break here that all of your children went to State, and that you 
wanted them to go to State? 
NJF: Oh, yes. 
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RW-N: Why was that true? 
NJF: Because I had enjoyed it so much, and I wanted them to have the campus life atmosphere. 
That had they stayed here and gone to Marshall, they'd been home and missed out on too much. 
Especially the social activities, the sororities. And I don't know, every one that I know that 
finished State, there's just a closeness there, even today. And I don't think, I know they wouldn't 
have gotten that at Marshall. I know they wouldn' t have. Because I have been in classes at 
Marshall, when I've been the only black person there. (RW-N: Yes) And I know the kids, even 
though there's a large enrollment there, of blacks there now, they don't have the campus life that 
we had. And I think that's true on any school they go to that's white. They don't have that. And 
I don't think they really, really feel a part of those schools. We do, we feel a part of West Virginia 
State. We'U always love West Virginia State. 
RW-N: So do you believe that it's good then, uh, to at least keep some schools exclusively black, 
for what they can give black students? 
NJF: [pause] Well, I believe in integrated schools. I don't believe in segregation. 
RW-N: You believe in integrated schools? 
NJF: Yes. (RW-N: uh-huh) But yet, I think some of the history of black schools should be 
maintained. I would hate to see West Virginia State not be-well, it isn't now, it isn't now. 
RW-N: Not be ... ? 
NJF: Predominantly black. (RW-N: predominantly black) It isn't now. But uh, I don't think 
you'll have that kind of problem in most of the southern colleges that we have at State. 
RW-N: You mean, am I following you? You mean, you mean, a lot of the black southern 
colleges would still stay black? Is that what you meant, or am I . . . ? 
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NJF: Well, I think you'll find in southern black colleges, still the blacks support them and go 
there. So you still have a large black enrollment. It's not predominantly white. You might have a 
few white students that go. 
RW-N: And of course, there are, there's a larger black population in many of those states, (NJF: 
That's true, that's true) right, so that they can do that. But you mentioned a few minutes ago, 
that you believe that the history should be maintained. Uh, some of that is being done at State, 
isn't it, even though because there is a larger white population at State, the whites have taken it 
over in that sense (NJF: Yeah, they have) proportionately, number-wise, in terms of students. But 
they still maintain-, some of the top administrative posts are still filled by black people. And 
there's still a sense of history at that school? 
NJF: But not at. .. I don't know, I don't want to get into that. [chuckle] I don't want to .... 
R W -N: It has to be, it has to be very different. 
NJF: It is quite different. It is quite different now. 
RW-N: Well, let me ask you the same thing about uh, how you feel about the uh, public, the other 
public schools-not higher education-the elementary and junior and senior high schools. Uh, you 
said that you believe in integrated schools. We've talked to some teachers who started out 
teaching in the black schools, and then, that changed and they became integrated. Uh, and some of 
them believe that black children lost out of that deal. (NJF: I, I. .. ) I think it's some of the same 
things we're talking about. 
NJF: I agree, I agree. Because many of the white teachers didn't want them there in the 
beginning. So, if they sat in a comer and didn't do their work, they didn't care, as long as they sat 
in that classroom and were quiet. As long as they didn't disrupt the class . They didn ' t care if they 
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learned or not. So, integration has hurt a lot of black students. Uh, even today, they're integrated, 
but they're still segregated, when it comes to taking part in, say, being a "Miss" of a school, or 
being a cheerleader or majorette. You don't find too many uh, integrated schools that have black 
cheerleaders, black majorettes. 
RW-N: So, the kids have lost a certain amount of opportunity. 
NJF: Sure they have. Certainly they have. 
RW-N: Have they lost other things, that you are aware of? 
NJF: I think as far as grades and things like that, I don't think they're graded fairly. I know, I 
took a class at Marshall. I had decided that I'd work on a degree in elementary ed, and this 
particular teacher .. .l don't care what kind of students you were, everybody-every black-got a C. 
There was; three blacks in this particular class. One guy hardly came to class. Margie Ann Cobb 
was in there, she was-you know how smart she was. (AB: Mm-hmm) We all got C's. 
AB: Even the guy who didn't come to class. 
NJF: That's right. I'm carrying a B+ average, she's carrying an A average; we all got C's. And 
that's still true today. They do not grade black students fairly. Uh, even in the high schools. Uh, 
rather than give [inaudible word] the black student the grade they deserved, because they might be 
valedictorian or at the top of the class, they won't do it. They're not fair in their grading of black 
students. I'm not saying all, but some of them are like that. Oh, they might take a black student 
that's so outstanding there's nothing they can do but give them the grade that they have earned. 
But if there's some way they can get around it, to keep them from being the top student, they'll do 
it. 
RW-N: So, then, why would-, do you still say that you prefer integrated schools? 
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NJF: Because of the opportunities. We used, when we were in school, they were supposed to be 
separate but equal. They were not equal. The books that we got were from Huntington High, 
from Huntington East, with some of the pages torn out and kids' names were written all in them. 
Uh, there even used to be a time when their salaries of black teachers and white teachers were 
different. They weren't, they weren't equal at all. They always have the best facilities in the white 
schools. And we survived because of the teachers we had, and because they had the interest, and 
uh, we made it anyway, in spite of that. But it definitely wasn't equal. 
RW-N: So do you think that uh, giving children the materials, better materials, makes up for what 
they've lost? 
NJF: It helps. If you have, if you're a art student and given inadequate supplies, how can you 
develop your talent? You can't do it. (RW-N: mm-hmm, or chemistry) And instead of getting 
new typewriters, say electric typewriters, you get some typewriters that were discarded from other 
schools. How can you be efficient typists? 
RW-N: Are there other reasons why you would also argue for integrated schools? (NJF: Mmh?) 
Are there any other reasons why you would argue for integrated schools? I mean, in addition to 
the ones you just described. 
NJF: All right. I would think, and this is the way a lot of blacks felt, uh, when they integrated 
here, some of them, when it was time to graduate, they went to Huntington High, because it would 
look better on their transcript to have a diploma from Huntington High as compared to Douglass, 
because this is a white school. I think there's some that are [inaudible] the school that you come 
out of. 
RW-N: What about the uh, the idea that it's good for kids to learn about other sub-cu ltures? 
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That white kids need to be learning about what black kids, (NJF: sure) families are like, and vice-
versa, too. 
NJF: Sure. An incident, when integration first came about, my girls brought this white girl home. 
And uh, they always hung in the twins' room, and they'd come and they'd go back and she'd sit 
on the bed, and they'd play records and they just had a good time. Well, I objected to it for this 
reason. I said, "I don't mind"-! can't remember her name-"her coming here," I said, "she'll be 
welcome," but I said, "but can you go to her house?" They never did. So, that was my only 
objection. 
RW-N: Mmm-hmm. But you would, in fact, would have liked to have seen your girls go to her 
house? 
NJF: Yes. They were welcome in my house, so, why couldn't my girls be welcome in her house? 
That's integration. 
RW-N: Mmm-hmm, that's right. Now, when you started uh, when you graduated and you, there 
were many years you said you could not find a job. (NJF: Not a teaching job, not in Huntington) 
Not a teaching job. So, when you found a teaching job, then, had the schools become integrated? 
NJF: Oh, yes, they were integrated. 
RW-N: So, you never taught, yourself, in a black school? (NJF: No) You were a student in a 
black school, obviously. (NJF: Right) So, you didn't make that switch yourself (NJF: No) And 
your first job was where? In teaching? 
NJF: At Enslow, that's where I taught. Enslow Junior High School. 
RW-N: Would you spell that? 
NJF : E-n-s-1-o-w. Enslow Junior High School. 
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RW-N: Junior, Junior High School. Integrated here in Huntington. And what grade did you 
teach? Or grades? 
NJF: Junior high, seven through nine. 
RW-N: And you taught all of them? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. 
RW-N: How many other black teachers were there in the school? Do you remember? 
NJF: I was the only black teacher when I went there. There was a teacher's aide, she was black. 
And all the time that I was there, there had been two black teachers at one time. That's it. 
RW-N: And how many years were you there? 
NJF: Twenty. 
RW-N: Was all your teaching career done at that school? Your whole teaching career was at that 
school? 
NJF: Yes, it was; yes, it was. 
RW-N: And so you never had more than one other black colleague? 
NJF: That's right. And that was on the east end of town. And most of the blacks that came 
there, came from Guyandotte. So, we didn't have that many. Later I might have, might be five 
black students in the entire building. 
AB: And how did, how were you treated, Norma Jean? By the administration, by your principal 
and other teachers at Enslow? 
NJF: They were cordial. I mean, you know; maybe it's me, I can be aloof, you know, and I don't 
put myself on anyone, I don't go out to make friends with people. Uh, they treated me with 
respect, I treated them with respect. As far as, some teachers, they have people they buddied 
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around with, they'd go to lunch with, but not me. In all the twenty-, I've had one-maybe the 
guidance counselor-she and I are probably closer than any of the other teachers. 
RW-N: And she was a white person? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm, mmm-hmm. 
AB: Did you-how about the parents? Did you uh, and, and the students themselves, did you get 
along okay with them? Were there ever any problems? 
NJF: In the beginning, when I first started teaching, I was real enthused about teaching, uh, I had 
some excellent students and some poor students, too. But like everything else, I guess, all over the 
country, the students changed. There are-they didn't have any self-motivation, you know. You 
still had some good students. But it was hard teaching when I retired, very hard. I don't know if 
this is something through the Nixon and uh, Bush administration that just infiltrated down through 
the country, but uh, there was a vast change in, in, in the relationship with students and with 
parents. 
AB: Negative? 
NJF: Negative, that's right. 
AB: Was that racially motivated, you think, or just.. .. ? 
NJF: I think it was all racial. I'll give you an example. This particular kid I had, had failed my 
class, he failed English, he failed everything. And he goes home, he tells his mother we, we lost his 
papers. He said all his teachers lost his papers. Do you know who she called on the carpet? Who 
she had in the principal's office? She had me in. But yet, she'd told the same thing about all the 
other teachers, but she has me before the principal. (AB: Mm-hmm) And these kind oflittle 
things, you know, that happened. And then the principal himself, too, he had a teacher that he 
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wanted-, he had to get rid of some teachers. And he had a teacher that he wanted to put in. He 
wanted me to retire. I said, "I'm not ready to retire." [He] even came-, even worked out what I 
would be getting for my retirement and brought it to me and showed it to me. Because he wanted 
me to retire, so he could hire a white teacher. 
AB: Have there been any black teachers up there since you left? 
NJF: Uh, I think there's one up there now. Eva Rotan, but she might have been in those that they 
cut. So, I don't know [inaudible]. Because see, that's a middle school now and they've changed; 
they closed ... what school did they close? 
[A. Bickley's back-up recorder turned off. The next few sentences are her words as she begins 
another tape~ which she labels tape 2. However, the primary recording is still Tape I - Side 2.] 
AB: Just a second. This is tape 2 of a conversation with Norma Jean Polley Fullen in Huntington, 
West Virginia, on August 11th, 1997. Let's hope I've got something. 
[AB's tape plays back the above sentence, and then AB picks up the conversation where it left 
off.] 
AB: We were talking about Enslow, and whether or not there had been any black teachers hired 
there after you retired. And you thought (NJF: Only one to my knowledge) only one. And is there 
only one there now? 
NJF: As far as I know. I don't know if she was cut or not. They did cut some teachers, and I 
think she' d only had like maybe three years experience. So I don't know if she ' s gonna be back 
this year or not. 
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AB: There seemed to be, as we've been looking for black teachers to talk with on this project, 
there are almost no black teachers (NJF: That's right) in the state. (NJF: That's right) Uh, they're 
pretty hard to find. Uh, did you have any feel for that, as you have interacted with other teachers 
around in the area? Have you found that there's a missing, missing number, too? Or is that just 
our perception? 
NJF: No, there are, there are missing numbers. I don't-, see, I'm not, since I'm not teaching 
more, I don't go to the meetings. I don't know what black teachers they have hired, if they'd hired 
any at all, I could not tell you. I guess the most that they do hire are up at the-that's where they 
put most black teachers-up at the ... 
AB: At the new school? 
NJF: What is it? (AB: I don't even know the name ofit) Yes, you do. I'm not talking about the 
high school, (AB: Oh) I'm talking elementary. (AB: Springhill?) Springhill. That's where most 
of the black elementary teachers are. 
AB: Okay. Is that where Dorothy Scott's the principal? 
NJF: No, Dorothy Scott is up here at Miller. 
AB: At Miller. (NJF: Mmrn-hmm) 
RW-N: Were there, is there any obvious reason or any reason we could speculate on, why most 
of the black teachers are there? 
NJF: Because that's where the Board of Education puts them. 
RW-N: Is there any reason why they would put them there? 
NJF: Because it 's mostly, well, (AB: Black students go there) mostly black students go there. 
And just about every white teacher that goes there, gets out as soon as they can. And I understand 
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it's an excellent school, and they're doing a good job. But it's just the connotation of being, 
teaching black kids, a great number of them. 
RW-N: So, when you were uh, teaching for twenty years, uhm, you said that you didn't really 
have very close friendships with these black teachers. (NJF: White teachers) White teachers, I'm 
sorry. And you attributed that, maybe partly to you, saying maybe that was partly your 
personality? 
NJF: Yeah, I think so. 
RW-N: Mm-hmm. Uh, does that mean, then, that had you been more outgoing or had wanted 
more friendships, you probably could have had them? 
NJF: Probably. 
AB: Outside of your work situation, Norma Jean, do you have much interaction with white 
people, with your neighbors or, or anything? 
NJF: Well, I serve on the Habitat board. Uh, there's only one other black; Kevin McClain is the 
president. Yes, I've had associations with white teachers. And at Barnett Child Care, a lot of the 
board members were white. Yeah, I've had associations with quite a few whites. 
AB: Does this extend beyond uh, meetings and what not? Do you see them, have lunch together, 
or visit or anything like that? 
NJF: No . 
RW-N: Have you ever had a good friend who's a white person? 
NJF: Not really. No particular reason, you know, I just haven't. 
AB: What about your kids? Did they ever date white people? 
NJF: Yes, my daughter. 
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AB: Your sons weren't. .. ? 
NJF: Oh, yes, oh, yeah, my son, you know, he married a white girl. They divorced and he 
married another white girl. Just got married about three weeks ago. 
RW-N: So, you've had two white daughters-in-law? 
AB: Are there children? 
NJF: Uh, yes, my son has two, two boys. 
AB: With a white mother? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. And Scott, also. 
AB: And what about, what about their other grandparents? Do they, do they visit with the 
children, and [inaudible]? How were ... 
NJF: Oh yeah. They were very receptive. 
RW-N: And how receptive were you? How receptive were you? 
NJF: I was very receptive. I've got no problems, I haven't got problems with that. That's his 
choice. And I liked his first wife, and I liked his second wife. We had a very good relationship, 
still do, even though they are divorced. But I practically raised the kids, you know, I had the boys 
every day. [chuckle] So ... and even with her mother. No problem. 
RW-N: Do you have any feelings, however, that when couples have mixed race marriages, that 
it's just tougher for them, in general? Do you have any concerns about that? 
NJF: I have not been concerned about my grandsons, probably because they're good kids. And 
Ryan is especially, is a good student. Uh, I try to follow his education and the classes that he's 
takingj one incident, he made all straight A's over here at Cammack in science. And he told me, he 
said, "I didn't get my letter for advanced science." One of his little friends, did, one of his white 
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friends did. And I kept asking him and he didn't get it. So, I told his mother, "I can't do it." I do 
follow his education, but I said, "You go over there, and you find out why he was not put in 
advanced science." So, she did. She went over there before they made out his schedule. And uh, 
I don't know why the teacher did not recommend him for advanced science. It so happened that 
two of his past uh, science teachers happened to be in the office, and they said, "Go on, put that 
boy in advanced science," so, they did. But ifl hadn't said anything, if she hadn't gone there, he 
would have been in general science. He wouldn't have been in the advanced classes. 
AB: How old is he? 
NJF: He'll be fifteen this month. Same thing out there, if he's taking advanced classes. But 
you've got to, especially with these counselors. And the counselors try to put black kids in general 
classes. And I told Ginny, "You got to stay behind it." So I check his schedule all the time. They 
will not put them in advanced classes, unless you raise some sand, or request it. They don't do it 
for blacks. It's just that they really don't care whether they succeed or not. So, the parent has to 
take the interest to see that they're treated justly. So, I'll look after my grand kids. 
RW-N: So from the time you grew up as a little girl, in a protected black community, relatively 
unaware of discrimination, you have evolved into a wiser, older woman (NJF: that's right) who 
talks about some of these things, right? [NJF: chuckles] And you said that you became more 
aware uh, after you got out of college, I think, right, when you, when you confronted the situation. 
(NJF: yeah, right) You could not find a teaching job, uh, because there were just not openings for 
black teachers in black schools. (NJF: That's right) Uhm, how-I wanna, wanna ask you about 
your emotions involved in that. I mean, how did that then gradually-do I hear an edge in your 
voice when you talk about these things? 
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NJF: Probably. But I'm not a bitter person. And l...(RW-N: Tell me about how you feel 
about. .. ) and I don't hate white people. (RW-N: Yes) But I just don't like the injustices that we 
have been given, and are still given. You know, you can't help but feel that way. 
RW-N: Well, aren't there times when you just get darn mad? (NJF: Huh?) Aren't there times 
when you just get darn angry? 
NJF: Yes, I do. But not where I'm violent or, or anything like that. But I'd be silly not to get 
angry. And I'd be even more angry when it happens to my kids, or my grand kids. They're denied 
something simply because of their color, not because of their ability. 
RW-N: So, how have you dealt with that, as you have gotten older and you've seen .. I mean, 
you said, now, with your grandchildren, you just make sure that you just stay in there and kind of 
take (NJF: That's right) care of them, or help their parents take care of them, in that respect. How 
else have you dealt with it? Have you done, uh, have you talked to people about it? Have you 
done things in the community? Have you joined the NAACP? Have you [inaudible]? 
NJF: Uh, not really, no. I've been a member of the NAACP; I haven't been an active member. I 
pay my dues, but I haven't been an active member. I have not been involved in anything like that. 
AB: You were here during the time that they were integrating, what was that? The cafeteria 
downtown, was it Bailey's and all of that. Do you have any remembrance of any of that? I was 
not here. 
NJF: Yeah, I remember, because, Theresa, my daughter, was-that acid was threw in her face, 
you know, and things- (AB: Really?) Oh, yeah. (AB: She was one of the uh, sit-ins?) Yeah, she 
was one of the sit-ins. Yeah, that was during the '60's, you know, these youngsters took part, you 
know. And the only thing I , being as far as protesting is concerned, this is before they even started 
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when Hunkey and another group picketed the Y. This is before they started all this. And I won't 
forget that. (AB: The YMCA?) Un-huh. (AB: So they that they could swim or, or use the 
facilities.) Or use the facilities, uh-huh. 
RW-N: Were you successful in that? 
NJF: No. No, it didn't come about until integration came about. It gradually began, you know, 
let us come in to the Y, and go to restaurants and hotels, and things of that nature. 
AB: So, go back to your daughter. Acid was thrown at her? 
NJF: Yeah, where was it that, down at uh (AB: I remember...) What was it they threw on them? 
AB: I remember ... You know, I wasn't here at that time. 
NJF: I'm trying to think ... what was it? 
AB: Tear gas. Was it tear gas? 
NJF: No. Ask Phil Carter, he would know because she was with that group with Phil Carter and 
all of them. 
RW-N: And what were they doing? Integrating a restaurant? A cafeteria? 
AB: Yes. 
NJF: It was Bailey's, and what was the other place? (AB: White Pantry) White Pantry. 
RW-N: So, these were public cafeterias, public restaurants? 
AB: Right, right, in downtown Huntington. 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. 
RW-N: And you said that was the time when the kids were doing all that stuff? (NJF: Mmm-
hmm) As a mother with kids doing that, how did you feel about that? 
NJF: I had no objections. 
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RW-N: Even though there was some danger involved? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) Did they make the 
decisions (NJF: Yes, they made ... ) about that? (NJF: Mm-hmm) 
AB: You didn't try to stop them? (NJF: No, no) Your fear for them didn't...cause you to want 
to hold them back? (NJF: No) 
RW-N: Was there a way in which you influenced them to participate? (NJF: No) I don't mean 
telling them to go protest. 
NJF: No, no, no. It's what they wanted to do. [RW-N: overlapping voice, inaudible] It's what 
they believed in, so I let them do it. 
RW-N: Did they know that you at least semi-supported it? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm, yeah. 
RW-N: Do you think things are better for black people now? 
NJF: Not a great deal better. Not a great deal better. 
RW-N: If, if they're better at all, in what areas is it better? 
NJF: Oh, they have been accepted in the colleges, the universities, they have gone to medical 
school. Uh ... but everything is under the table, so subtle now. They still discriminate. But they 
have a way of getting around. It isn't that much better. In fact, I think it has gone back some. 
AB : Your son-in-law graduated from medical school (NJF: John, mmm-hmm) And he's, this is 
Theresa's husband. He's practicing in California. How has his life as a physician been? I mean, 
has he run into, I know I'm asking you to second guess, but has he run into much in the way of 
discrimination, as far as you know? Now, he went to Marshall- he's a, he's a local boy, too, right? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm, he' s from Ashland, really. (AB: From Ashland) But his parents were originally 
from Parkersburg. And then uh, they moved to Ashland. That' s where he graduated, Paul Blazer, 
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I guess. I don't know. I can't, I can't answer that. 
AB: Where did he do his medical degree? I remember he came to WVU when we were up there, 
but he didn't come to school there, he interviewed up there though. 
NJF: Uh, at Pitt. (AB: At Pitt) At Pitt. I really can't answer that. 
AB: But he chose not to stay around here to practice. He chose to ... 
NJF: Well, the reason why, he was in the Air Force. See, that's how he finished his education, he 
went in the Air Force. And he had to give the government time. So, he was stationed out there in 
California, the Air Force base out there. And they just stayed out there. Cause they liked it. (AB: 
Mmm-hmm) With them doing away with affirmative action, uh, I don't see where blacks are going 
to have many opportunities. I was just, had the Reader one day, and it said-I can't remember the 
excuses. They were not accepting any blacks for medical school this year. And this is what's 
gonna happen all over the country. It's gonna go right back to where it was at first. 
ltW-N: So that's, so you're thinking of those things when you talked about ifthere was some 
progress, now we seem to be falling back [inaudible] (NJF: That's right) Opportunities at least 
were opening up, even though this subtle stuff was going on (NJF: That's right). And now it's 
even kind of more dramatic, in terms of maybe chopping off some opportunities. 
NJF: Because I don't think corporate America is going to be fair in their hiring practices. I think 
to get a black and white of equal background, experience, degrees, so forth, they're going to hire 
their white person. 
AB: It's probably true. 
RW-N: The data suggests that whites hire whites and blacks hire blacks. Except that whites, of 
course, are in the hiring position more. 
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AB: More than blacks are. 
NJF: Well, the blacks actually don't have the capital to have businesses, they don't have it. 
RW-N: No, it is not well developed, that's right. I mean, I think I, I, believe that some of that has 
gotten better, whether it will stay better [inaudible-overlapping voices]. 
NJF: Well, some things are better. I'm saying it's, it's-but I can see it regressing. 
RW-N: Yeah. Can we .talk about women for a few minutes? (NJF: Women?) 
Women. (NJF: Okay) To some extent, we have talked a little bit about the civil rights movement, 
in terms of the kind of change for blacks, although we didn't, you know. We talked about the 
change maybe that happened to blacks or not. But during the last couple of decades, there's also 
been a movement toward giving women more opportunity, uh, the women's movement, etc. Have 
you been involved in that in any way? Have you had any feelings about that in any way? What do 
you ... and I guess I'm asking not just about women, but black women. Let me be a little more 
explicit in terms of what's in the back ofmy head. I have read from black women who described 
that black women have a particularly heavy burden in life, because they have to deal with racism--
and because they have to deal with sexism, as well. So they're kind of put down on the basis of 
race, and they're being put down because they're women, not men, so they have a double burden 
to carry. Can you respond to that idea at all? Have you thought about that idea much? Does it 
make any sense to you? 
NJF: [pausing for thought] No, I'd have to think about that. They did have a heavy burden to 
carry, there's no doubt about that. In most instances, the women are the backbone of the family, in 
most instances, in black and white families. Uh, in the rearing of the children, uh, they're with 
them more, usually the father is out working, especially if she's a homemaker. Uh, sexism I can't 
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talk much of. I don't know. [chuckles] I really don't know much about sexism. 
AB : Do you think it ' s fair to ask women to bear the burden of the family like that? Is it...? 
NJF: No, I don't. I think it's fair, but so many times the women have the responsibilities. You 
have so many men that are so irresponsible. Uh, so many single families. The women have, they 
have that heavy burden to carry. Unless, you know, as I say, unless it's a family where it's uh, a 
functioning family, and they're in agreement in raising these kids. But most men feel like that's a 
woman's job. And even though she might be out working, too, they still put that responsibility, 
most of them, on the woman. 
RW-N: You're not just talking about black families? (NJF: No, no) You're talking about in 
general (NJF: Yeah, in general) that women sometimes now working outside the house, and 
inside the house, carry it all. (NJF: Right) Is there, are there any special burdens do think that 
black women carry, more than white women? And I'm not talking about because of color. We 
know that's true because of color. But the way that black society is organized within the larger 
white society. Like for example, I mean, is it true, I mean, black men have a tough time very often 
getting jobs, right, and getting decent paying jobs. They probably have a tougher time than white 
. men doing that. (NJF: Yeah, I think they have a hard time getting jobs) Does that put more 
burden on the women, then, to be the bread earners, to help their husbands be the bread earners? 
NJF: Yes .. .it does. 
RW-N : I think those are the kinds of things that, when I read these black women writers I'm 
referring to, talk about those kinds of things, so that black women have a double burden to carry. 
NJF: Unless the black man is professional or has a trade or something like that, he's gonna have a 
hard time getting a job. Just a run-of-the-mill, he's not gonna get a very good job. If he's a 
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professional man, or has the trade or skill of some sort, he has a better chance of getting a job. 
And I think in most cases, it takes both parents to work now. 
RW-N: You mean in all kinds of families? 
N JF: That's right. 
RW-N: And are you aware that women are still making less money than men, even though they're 
in the same jobs? Do you have feelings about that? 
NJF: Yes, definitely. [laughing] You know, if they're-for example, they have an office manager. 
The office manager's getting a big salary; who is actually running that office? It's the secretary. 
But he gets the big salary. That still goes on. And they can have the same qualities, doing the 
same job, and that man gets a higher salary. That's [inaudible] and no, it isn't fair. 
RW-N: Yeah, and I think that, I mean, that could be an issue we could label as a sexism issue, 
right? (NJF: Well [inaudible]) That women are not treated (NJF: No, they're not) fairly, relative to 
that. So that black women have to deal with the racial things, and then they have to deal with the 
sexism in this society, too, having to do with that kind of thing ... Do you have anything else, 
Ancella? 
AB: I don't think so. Not at the moment. 
END OF TAPE 1 - SIDE 2 
BEGIN TAPE 2 - SIDE 1 
RW-N: It's August 14th, 1997. Ancella Bickley, Rita Wicks-Nelson are in the home ofNorrna 
Jean Fullen in Huntington, WV. Mrs. Fullen, when we left you the last time, we had said that, 
indeed, we had probably made a lot of progress, that you, that we covered a lot of ground. Is 
there anything that you want to open up this session with today? Anything that you've thought 
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about? 
NJF: I don't think so. No. 
RW-N: Okay, if that's true, then uh, I'm looking here at a piece of paper where I kind of .. 
AB: One thing, uh, we weren't sure about your father's name; it was Leonard, wasn't it? 
NJF: Leonard, yes. 
AB: And your mother's name again? 
NJF: Daisy, Daisy Ann. 
RW-N: We're gonna go back, in fact, to your childhood again, all right? Now, you've told us a 
lot about your childhood, but these are gonna be somewhat different questions. When you look 
back on yourself, how do you think of yourself as a child? What kind of a child were you? Happy, 
sad, independent, dependent, pain in the neck to parents, a good child ... ? 
NJF: Yes, I was a good child. [laughter] (RW-N: You were a good child) I was a happy child. 
Uh, kind of tomboyish. I enjoyed sports, and I played marbles with the boys and jumped rope, and 
very active physically. But I think I had a very happy childhood. 
RW-N: And you see yourself as a happy child during that time? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) What were, 
what is the best time that you remember in childhood? Is there anything that really stands out in 
your mind? 
NJF: [pausing for thought] I can't think of anything right now that stands out. 
RW-N: But, in fact, you' ve described to us many uh, many activities and everything, that were 
positive to you, right? When you look back on it, what do you think might have been the worst 
time for you in childhood, or the worst situation that you had to deal with? 
NJF: [pausing for thought] I don't really know. 
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AB: Let me ask something about holidays. Uh; we were talking about Sixteenth Street Church. I 
can remember going to Halloween parties at Sixteenth Street church where we dressed up and 
what not. But I don't remember things like trick-or-treat when I was growing up. Do you 
remember when ... (NJF: They didn't have ... ) kind of got started. That was new. 
NJF: I don't know. We didn't have trick-or-treat. 
AB: But, what about Easter and Christmas and what not, what were your family kinds of things 
that you all did at Christmas time? Did you have a tree at your house? 
NJF: Oh, yes, we always had a tree, and the traditional turkey and dressing and all that. And of 
course, at that time, when I was a kid growing, everyone was at home. Uh ... but we had a 
traditional Christmas. 
AB: And did you participate in the Easter programs at church? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. The candle light services they had, and Christmas programs they had, and .... 
AB: Saying speeches and all of that? 
NJF: Oh yes, learned the bible verses, and having a contest with them . 
. AB: And you talked about vacation bible school. What do you remember about that? 
NJF: [chuckles] Well, we had a lot of arts and crafts. And this is when they had competition for 
learning these various songs and the bible, and uh.... It was very interesting. You know, we 
always were active doing things. It was mostly crafts that we did. 
AB: Do you remember any of the teachers at bible school? 
NJF: Uh ... Thelma Martin. Oh, good gracious. 
AB: Miss Thelma Martin not only uh, did the bible school but she did a lot of music , too , as I 
remember. 
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NJF: Yes, yes. Who else was some of the teachers? 
AB: You remember Miss York? 
NJF: Yes. I guess she was one of the teachers, too. Gosh, I hadn't thought back on this for a 
long, long time, who the teachers were. 
AB: And I'm trying to remember a lady, I can see her face. She was so pretty, and she lived over 
on 9th A venue. She diedjust about five years ago. Uh, up above Ehn Street, on the left hand side. 
Who went to Sixteenth Street. 
NJF: You don't mean Gladys Johnson, do you? 
AB: Mmm-unh. This lady just died. I'll think of it in a few minutes. 
NJF: Uh, I think I know who you're talking about. 
AB: Shew~ a member of Sixteenth Street church all her life. 
NJF: Burdine? 
AB: Miss Burdine. 
NJF: Yes, yes, Burdine. 
AB: Miss Burdine. Who was one of the teachers that I can remember. 
N JF: Yes, she was. 
RW-N: Can we skip ahead, or rather, back to your teaching days. Uh, and let me even go back 
even further than that. There was a period of time when you could not find a teaching job. And I 
think that you have at least partially explained to us what kind of work you did during that time. 
But would you go back over that? I'm not sure that we have that straight. Did you work full 
time? 
N JF: Yes, I decorated windows in Grant's Five and Ten Cent store. And then when I left there, I 
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directed day care center, Barnett Child Care. (RW-N: Barnett Child Care) I was there for about 
ten years. 
RW-N: And so that child care center was at the elementary school? Was it. .. ? 
NJF: It was in the Barnett building. 
RW-N: In the Barnett building. Uh-huh. 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. 
RW-N: And is Barnett spelled B-a-r- (NJF: n-e-t-t, mmm-hmm) n-e-t-t. So then, then you finally 
did get a job, right? (NJF: Yes) How did that come about? 
NJF: Well, I knew that I always wanted to teach. And so, I just decided to apply. 
RW-N: And you had just heard of it. Of course, you worked in that building, and you knew that 
there was a vacancy. 
NJF: But that was at elementary-I was secondary. So, I applied for a teaching job. 
AB: By this time, the schools were integrated, though? (NJF: Yes) When you first started, when 
you first came out of college, and were interested in a teaching job, there were only the segregated 
schools? (NJF: That's right) Where there were not very many jobs. 
NJF: No, available there were .... 
AB: You almost had to wait for somebody to die. 
NJF: To die, that's right. Or retire. And they weren' t doing either. [chuckles] 
AB: So, after the schools were integrated, there were more jobs available than had been before at 
that time? (NJF: Mmm-hmm, that's right) 
RW-N: Can you describe to us what kind of teacher you were? When you think back on those 
days. 
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NJF: What kind of teacher I was? (RW-N: Uh-huh) Ub .. .I think I was a very good teacher. Uh, 
dedicated, uh ... 
AB: Were you strict? 
NJF: Somewhat, somewhat. Ub .. .I enjoyed working with the students and watching their 
progress, and helping them as much as I could. Uh .. .I think I was a good teacher. 
R W-N: And did you have any certain kinds of principles of education that you, that were 
important to you? Did you have any certain kind of approach to the classroom? 
NJF: Mmm ... well, I [clears throat] .. .! guess I was from the old school. And uh, I thought that the 
lessons should come before anything else. Of course, a lot of teachers didn't agree with me. But 
they were there to get an education, and I felt it was my duty to see that they got one, and provide 
the atmosphere that was conducive for learning. Uh .. .I was somewhat disillusioned because many 
of the students didn't have the background that they should have had when they came to us. I 
don't know whose fault that was. Because when they'd go out of junior high, the high school 
teachers would say the same thing, you know, that they didn't have the background they should 
have had by reaching high schoo I. 
AB: What subjects did you teach, Norma Jean? 
NJF: I taught uh, American history, West Virginia history, geography; I had typing, general 
business. Let's see, my first year they had me in language arts that I was not qualified to teach. 
That's about it. 
RW-N: And to clarify this for me, what, what grades were those again? 
NJF: Seven .... 
[ interruption in tape) 
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RW-N: Would you tell us again what grades you taught? 
NJF: Seventh, eighth, and ninth, junior high school. 
RW-N: Did you feel that you got good support from the principal and the school, in general, as a 
teacher? 
NJF: In most cases, yes. 
RW-N: When you look back on that, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with those years that 
you spent in teaching? Would you just talk to us about that a little bit? Talk to us about how you 
feel about it when you look back on it, what you feel were your greatest accomplishments as a 
teacher, what you feel maybe you couldn't get done as much as you'd like. 
NJF: Well, I think uh, I think most of it was very rewarding. Uh, especially when you have 
students that ,you run into and they tell you how much they appreciate you, and that I did a good a 
job teaching. 
RW-N: And that happens to you sometimes? 
NJF: Oh, yes. I run into my students all-do you want more coffee? I run into my students all the 
time. Uh ... 
RW-N: So, so there ' s a certain amount of satisfaction that you get now when you look back on 
that, in terms of what you did for the kids. And you were content-oriented, right? I mean, you 
mentioned about you were kind of from the old school, because, because there was a body of skills 
and knowledge that came before what, socialization or something like that? 
NJF: And then you run into students and it makes you feel good when you find out what they're 
doing and how they' re progressing, so forth. So, I think in most instances, it's been very 
rewarding. 
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RW-N: Has there been a down side of that? I mean, what is the down side of it when you look 
back on it? 
NJF: Uh .... I think the down side had more to do with the administrative procedures. Uh, for 
example, uh, in a social studies class, the principal called all of the teachers in and said there was 
too many kids failing in social studies, and we'd have to do something about it. This is directed 
from the board. We'd have to do something about it. Yet, they were not fulfilling the 
requirements. They were not doing the work. So, in other words, we're going to have to either 
pad their grades, or water the course down, so that they could pass to satisfy the board. 
RW-N: And you objected to that? 
NJF: Oh, yes, I did. 
RW-N: And were there other teachers who objected to that as well? 
NJF: Oh, yes, mmm-hmrn. But this is true in the educational system, they, you know, want the 
public to think that their kids are really progressing, when it's really detrimental to the student. 
They're not getting the fundamentals. We had to water the course down so they can pass. 
RW-N: Did you have many black students in your class? 
NJF: No. Maybe one at a time, and not too often. 
RW-N: Did you see them in any special way? Uh, let me, let me explain where I'm coming from 
when I ask you that question. (NJF: Okay) Uh, sometimes when we talk to people uh, they say 
black and white kids, didn't make any difference. Some say that they did have some kind of 
special dedication to black children. Not that they neglected white children, right, but that they felt 
they kind of, they needed to raise the race, that kind of a notion, that, in fact, black writers 
sometimes write about. And some of our women who we've interviewed say that they really, that 
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they really did feel a special kind of dedication, commitment if you will, to helping black children. 
Do you remember making that distinction in your mind at all? 
NJF: No. I had so few, you know, I might have one in the class, I mean, I have six or seven 
classes, I might have one black student all day long. (RW-N: Right) But, I would want that 
student to learn as well as any of the others. That was my job to teach, to help them. 
RW-N: Okay. Anything else that you want to tell us about those teaching years that we're kind 
of neglecting to ask about? Let me ask you this. How come you decided to retire? What ... ? 
NJF: Well, I think I was getting bum-out. I'll be very frank. (RW-N: yeah) I think I was getting 
bum-out. I was so disgusted with the students and their attitudes. I mean, they really changed 
from the time I started teaching to the time that I retired. And about that time, we had this 
incentive p.r:ogram. (RW-N: Uh-huh) And that influenced me a lot. 
RW-N: Now, was this the uh, back in '89, was it? (NJF: '89, that's right) That was a state 
incentive, right, (NJF: Mmm-hmm, that's right) for teachers to retire? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) So, 
you retired during that time? 
NJF: I retired then, mm-hmm. And I could draw my husband's social security, and then my sick 
days I used for additional years service. So, I figured I could manage to live on that. Because, I 
said, this is a good time. 
RW-N: And I understand there was a lot of retirement across the state. 
NJF: I think there was. We had three at our school to retire then. But I don't think they had that 
incentive program since. 
RW-N: Yes, it doesn't seem that way. You mentioned your husband. Can we go back, go back 
to him for a moment? Uh, what was his main work? 
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NJF: He worked at INCO. (RW-N: ENCO?) International, INCO. 
RW-N: E ... would you spell that? 
NJF: I-N-C-0 . (RW-N: I-N-C-0) The nickel plant, in other words. [chuckles] 
RW-N: Okay, it's the nickel plant. 
NJF: Alloys. 
RW-N: Uh-huh. And now, you knew him and, in fact, you were at West Virginia State when you 
married. And you both went on to school, back to school, did he graduate from ... ? 
(NJF: Yeah, he did) And what did he major in? 
NJF: Physical ed. 
RW-N: But he did not work in that? 
NJF: No, he didn't. 
RW-N: Never worked in that? 
NJF: No. 
RW-N: Can you tell us a little bit about that? Did that just happened by chance, or again, was it a 
question of no jobs? 
NJF: Well, as I said, we had a ready-made family when he came out of school. And he needed 
work and getting into the schools-here again, it was an impossibility. So, he went to INCO. It 
was good paying jobs. 
RW-N: And he stayed there the whole time? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. 
RW-N : Until his death? 
N.JF : Mmrn-hmm. 
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RW-N: What uh, what did he do there? 
NJF: He was a crane operator. 
RW-N: Uh-huh. And was he pretty content with that job? 
NJF: Somewhat. He'd, he would, rather have done something else. Uh, I think he would have 
liked to [teach], he subbed sometimes. 
RW-N: I'm sorry, he ... substituted teaching sometimes? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) 
AB: And did he like that? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm, mmm-hmm. I think he'd like to have been in his field to coach. But uh, it 
didn't work that way. 
RW-N: He was quite young when he died. (NJF: Mmm-hmm) Was that sudden? 
NJF: He had; leukemia .. . for about two years. 
RW-N: And you mentioned, the last time we talked to you, that uh, seeing yourself as a quite 
independent person helped you through managing with your family, right, after your husband's 
death? 
NJF: That's correct. 
AB: Were your parents still living then, when, when Hunkey died? 
NJF: My mother was. My father died in '68. 
AB: Mmm-hmm. And your mother stayed on in your [her] home place [inaudible] (NJF: Mmm-
hmm) until...until her death, or did she .... ? 
NJF: That 's right. 
RW-N: Now, were you already in this house? You already were living in this house? 
NJF: When my mother died, I was. 
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RW-N: Not when your husband died? 
NJF: No, no. 
RW-N: You purchased this house after that? 
NJF: Yes, that's right. 
RW-N: Can I ask you a little bit more about that? Did you purchase it because you needed a 
larger house, a different house ... ? 
NJF: Well, I remarried. And uh, I didn't, I didn't want to stay at the other house any longer, I 
really didn't. So, we purchased this house. 
RW-N: For emotional reasons, you did? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. 
RW-N: Yes, So your new husband and you moved into this house? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm, that's right. 
RW-N: But you said you are alone now in this house? 
NJF: Yes, I am alone now. 
RW-N: So, you are living alone now? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. 
RW-N: And was that due to death, divorce? 
NJF: Divorce. 
RW-N: Uh-huh. So, how long have you been alone now? 
NJF: Since, let's see, '79, 1979. 
RW-N: So again, you've been an independent woman in this house for a good number of years 
now? 
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NJF: Oh, yeah. [chuckles] 
AB: May I ask, Norma Jean, of your family, two of you stayed here in Huntington, your sister and 
you, and the others left? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) And your children had made homes away from--
except your sons-away. Do you ever think back on your years in Huntington and regret uh, that 
you stayed? I mean, what kept you? I mean, I know that Hunkey was working here and what not. 
But do you think about maybe, "We should have just packed our bags and left?" 
NJF: Yes, yes, many times. [chuckling] I surely do. Ifl weren't the age I am now, I'd relocate to 
Atlanta, because I love Atlanta. 
AB: I'm going to tum the tape off, tum the tape off. 
RW-N: So as we were saying uh, a few minutes ago off tape, all of your children have left and 
(NJF: except my two boys) I'm sorry, except for your two boys. Your daughters have left. And, 
and you mentioned that, in fact, that you had encouraged them perhaps to look at the wider world. 
Can you talk to us about that a little bit? 
NJF: Well, I knew that the opportunities, if they had stayed in Huntington, there were no 
opportunities for them; what were they gonna do? Teach school and maybe be someone's 
secretary? That's about all that was open to them. So, I knew if they left here, they had many 
more opportunities, and that has panned out. 
RW-N: Now, do you see that uh, as, in Huntington, as an issue of-that would be true for all 
kids? Or do you see it-that it has something to do with race, as well? 
NJF: Yes, it has something to do with race, as well. 
RW-N : So, so then you're saying that black people in particular may not have the, don't have the 
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opportunity that (NJF: They don't) they should have. (NJF: No, they don't) Do you have any 
idea why that's the case? (NJF: Why?) Why? When you look at, at this location, at this little 
city, why would it.. .. ? 
NJF: Because this is a very bible belt conservative town. They don't want progress. 
AB: Very southern. 
NJF: Yes. They act like every new progress is .. .look at the mall. Look what's happened to 
Huntington because of the mall. They didn't want the mall in Huntington. (RW-N: They did not, 
did you say?) No. They fought it tooth and nail. They don't want any major changes. (RW-N: 
Uh-huh) Sarne old status-quo. 
RW-N: So, that certainly cuts down on opportunities, and certainly cuts down on opportunities 
for black pe0ple (NJF: Oh, yes). Is that what you're saying? I don't want to put these words into 
your mouth. 
NJF: Yeah, yeah, that's right, especially for blacks, we'll put it like that. 
RW-N: So, there's an attitude about that, too? (NJF: Yes) Mrs. Fullen is shaking her head. 
[laughing] Uh, Mrs. Fullen, we're gonna move on here, and uh, ask you some uh, what I always 
think of is kind of very large questions. We've asked some of them before, so there'll be some 
overlap. We talked earlier about who influenced you a great deal when you were a child. And you 
talked both about your mother and father, and particularly talked about the influence of your 
father. Uh, you also named some teachers. Were there ever any particular events in your life that 
influenced you a great deal? So I'm not talking about people now; I'm talking about things that 
happened to you, decisions you made uh, paths that you decided to follow, rather than to go in 
another direction you went in that direction. I guess we're really asking you to trunk of your life 
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kind of as a long path, right, and moving down it and ask yourself about what kind of events 
shaped that path that is unique to you. Were there any turning points in your life? 
NJF: Well, I guess, probably-not that I was ever ashamed of the kind of work that my father 
did; he was a chef. And many times, we would have to go out to the Guyan Country Club and 
work. And of course, I always worked in the women's locker room. My sister sometimes, the 
manager was a Mrs. Huff, I think her name was. (RW-N: How do you spell that?) Mrs. Huff? 
(RW-N: H-u-f-f?) Mmm-hmm. My sister cleaned her apartment. And one day my sister couldn't 
do it, and I had to do it. Holidays many times, and my friends were out having a good time and we 
had to work at the club. And I knew that I did not want to spend my life waiting on anyone, 
hanging up their coats and working in their kitchens, cleaning their apartments and things like that. 
And I knew that ifl wanted to do something better in my life, I'd have to be educated. (RW-N: 
Mmm-hmm) So, I think probably, that's what influenced me-the event that encouraged me to go 
ahead and get my education. It was something I didn't want to spend my life doing. 
RW-N: So it wasn't simply that your father said, "Go to school." It was something also, that 
you had kind of put together. (NJF: Yeah, right, true) So, deciding then to go to college is clearly 
something, too, that changed your life, decid-, making that decision, and having that motivation to 
go to college, is something that changed your life, too, (NJF: Yes) is that what you're telling us? 
(NJF: yes) It put you on one path, rather than another path? 
NJF: And,of course, that was about the only kind of work there was for blacks around here, 
domestic work. But I knew I didn't want to do it. 
RW-N: Yes. Did your siblings go to college? 
NJF: Yes. 
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RW-N: All of your children did, right? 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. 
RW-N: How do you view yourself today? We asked you before to describe yourself as a child. 
How would you describe yourself today? 
AB: Contented? 
NJF: Yes, I am contented. [chuckles] I don't let too many things worry me. I, uh, enjoy my 
retirement. I haven't been bored one day since I retired. I read a lot, I travel when I can. 
RW-N: Can you tell us about those? What kind of books do you read? Magazines ... [inaudible]? 
NJF: Mostly novels and magazines, but mostly novels, mmm-hmm Uh ... 
RW-N: Has reading been important to you throughout your life? Or is it at this time especially 
that? 
NJF: No, I've always liked to read. 
RW-N: You've always been a reader? (NJF: Mmm-hrnm) Un-huh. What kinds of things have 
you read? You're reading novels now. Has that been true for years past, basically? 
NJF: Oh, I read historical books, uh ... 
AB: Are you into murder mysteries? Nelson is [inaudible]. [AB is referring to her husband] 
NJF: I like uh, Mary Higgins Clarke. I think she's very good. I like her murder mysteries. 
RW-N: When you said you read historical books, do you mean history books or historical novels? 
NJF: I love history. Historical novels. (RW-N: You read ... ) I love history. 
RW-N: You love history. (NJF: mm-hmm) 




AB: Did you have to do things differently after that? 
NJF: I had to do everything after that. [chuckles) Yes, I did. 
RW-N: So, before that time, it sounds as ifhe had a very important role in your marriage and in 
your family, did certain kinds of things that you didn't have to worry about? 
NJF: Yes. I didn't even drive a car before he died. (RW-N: Uh-huh) So I had to do a lot of 
things that I uh, you know, he nonnally did. 
RW-N: So that was a point in your life where your life really shifted in a particular way? 
NJF: Yes, I had to be a strong person. 
AB: When you went to work at the Barnett Child Care Center, that was a different kind of work 
from which you had been prepared. I mean, in college you were secondary (NJF: that's right). So, 
how did you manage that shift, to do that work there, when it was so new to you? 
NJF: Well, I first started there as a substitute, and uh, Thelma Martin was still there. And uh, I 
worked in the files. And then of course, I said, "Well, since I'm gonna do this, I'm gonna take 
·some classes," for early childhood education. And I did start. And of course, I read pamphlets 
and uh, I observed the other teachers, what they were doing. And I enjoyed it. I really ertjoyed it. 
But I wanted to move on and get into my field. 
AB: What are the age groups that that center works with? 
NJF: Two through five. (AB: Two through five?) Mmm-hmm. And there were one, two, three, 
three groups of kids. 
AB : Was fund raising a part of, of what you had to do over there? Or is that , that's funded by .... 
NJF: Well, it was a United Way Agency, yes. And of course, we charge-you know, the sliding 
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fee scale. (AB: uh-huh) But we couldn't do any, any fund raising ourselves. 
RW-N: When you talked about your husband passing, you said after that time you had to take 
over a lot and do a lot of different kinds of things and to be strong. Do you see yourself as a 
strong woman today? 
NJF: Yes, I do. [chuckles] I do. 
RW-N: Uh, have you always seen yourself as a strong person? 
NJF: Yes, I've never-, yes, I have. 
RW-N: So, it sounds like ... 
NJF: I feel like I can always stand up for myself and protect myself, and uh, I'm strong-willed. 
And I'm not easily influenced. And I don't have any hero worshipers and stuff like that. I've got a 
very indepeddent mind. 
RW-N: So you see yourself really in general that way? (NJF: Yes) You just got stronger then, 
through a hard transition in your life when you lost your husband. How else do you see yourself? 
NJF: Mmrn, I think I'm a nice person. [chuckles] 
RW-N: In what ways? 
NJF: Well, I care about people. Uh, I'm concerned about their welfare, and I'm compassionate. 
Uh ... and at the same time, I don't let anyone run over me. I have to protect myself and my family. 
Uh, I get very defensive when it comes to my family. Uh .. .I enjoy people. But at the same time, I 
can enjoy being by myself 
RW-N: Have you changed much? 
NJF: Changed? 
RW-N: Over your lifetime? Are there times when you look back on yourself when you were 
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younger and said, "Gee, I'm not that any more, I've become something else," in terms of a certain 
characteristic? 
NJF: I guess basically I'm the same. I might be stronger in some things, and maybe weak.er in 
other. But I think basically I'm the same person I was when I was younger. 
RW-N: What is there about you that, one thing that you wish you could change to make better? 
NJF: Mmmh. 
RW-N: Anything that you'd like to work on to make better? [laughter] 
NJF: Unh ... to make better. [Pause] I don't know. I like, I like myself the way I am. I can't think 
of anything that I would change to make myself better. 
RW-N: How about when you look back on your life in other ways uh, other things that you 
certainly wish had not happened? 
NJF: Oh, yeah, we always have some regrets. 
RW-N: Can you talk about some of that? 
AB: Staying in Huntington! [laughter] 
RW-N: I agree with you. Everybody has some regrets. Can you just share that with us a little bit 
with us? 
NJF: Ah, let's see what regrets do I have .... Well, yes, I think maybe I regret getting married 
after my first year of school. I wish I had gone and waited until I was a little older to marry. I do 
regret having stayed in Huntington. I think my life would have been maybe somewhat different. 
I'd had more opportunities to do other things. Uh ... 
RW-N: And why do you wish that you had married later? 
NJF: Well, I left home-I'd never been away from home before until I went to West Virginia 
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State College. If I went some place, my parents took us. Uh ... and I just felt like uh, I went from 
my parents into a marriage. I didn't have any time to really be a young adult, you know, and be on 
my own before I took on the responsibility of marriage and family. 
RW-N: So you're thinking that, that might have been a time of different kinds of experiences or 
growth that you missed out on? 
NJF: I think so. I probably wouldn't have even been here. I probably would have left Huntington. 
RW-N: I'm gonna ask you another one of those looking back on your life questions. (NJF: 
laugh) We have asked people how they look back on their lives, in terms of a general, in a very 
general kind of way. Everybody, everybody goes through a unique path in life. How do you see 
that path? And let me give you some examples of what people have said, in general. Some of 
them talk about it being ... 
NJF: Are you cold? (RW-N: No, I'm fine.) Oh, okay. 
RW-N: ... being a smooth path. Some of them talk about it being a smooth path that just got better 
and better and better, and so it kind of goes up hill, and sometimes people talk about it just getting 
worse and it goes down hill. Others talk about a lot of bumps along the way, or big crashes. 
Some people talk about their lives as if it's like a book and there's chapters in the book, where 
they, different things happen to them at different times. Thinking about all those examples, and 
anything else, how you may see it, how do you look at your life? 
NJF: [pausing for thought] I don't know. I guess it's uh, I never stopped to think about how I 
look at my life. I think I just take things as they come. Uh ... but I guess you do go through 
different phases of your life, uh, maybe is like a chapter. 
RW-N: If that ' s true for you, or might sound right to you, what would those chapters be in your 
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book? 
NJF: I guess my early childhood, and then my college life, and then my married life and family, 
and .... uh ... then being alone, and coping with that, and I guess that's what it would be. 
RW-N: Is it hard for you to cope now with being alone? 
NJF: No. I've gotten used to it. 
RW-N: What-, when it was hard, what was the hard part about that? 
NJF: My first time? [pause] Now, when you say alone, you mean after my husband died, or 
when I was just first completely alone by myself? 
RW-N: Uh, I, I think I have some sense of what might have been hard after your husband died, 
right, you had a lot of things to take care of and you lost a mate. (NJF: yes, uh) Tell me; don't let 
me take the ;story over; you, you do it. Talk about both of those times, if you will, to the extent 
that you're comfortable sharing that. 
NJF: I guess it was just a complete void for a while. But I did not give in to it. Uh, because I 
knew that I had responsibilities. I knew I couldn't give in to it, if I was gonna survive and be of 
any help to my children, so.... I think I handled it very well. Probably because I kept myself busy, 
uh, teaching and involved in other things. Uh ... involved in my church and the sorority. 
RW-N: Was religion important to you then? I mean, especially then, in terms of helping you 
through that? 
NJF: Yes, I think so, mm-hmm. And religion is still important to me. It will always be. It's just a 
part ofme. I don't go around preaching it, and I think religion is a very personal thing. You don't 
have to carry it around on your shoulders. I think it's just you as a person feel; I don't think you 
have to display it, at all. Uh, but I've, I've gotten used to being alone, because I've been alone for 
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so long now. 
RW-N: Now, in these later years when you're alone, your children are grown up, right? (NJF: 
Mrnrn-hmm) There's no young children now. What, what would be the down side of that? Or 
isn't there any, at this point in time? 
NJF: The down side of being alone ... of living by myself 
RW-N: Maybe there isn't one. [chuckle] 
NJF: I guess having a handy man is all I can really think of, do some of the things that I have to 
do by myself. [laughing] 
RW-N: What is your life like these days? You mentioned uh, before we left last time, I think, that 
you go to, you go swimming, exercising. 
NJF: Uh, taking water aerobics. 
RW-N: Taking water aerobics. 
NJF: And I walk, and as I said, I'm active with my sorority and with my church. 
RW-N: Now, what sorority is that? 
NJF: Alpha, Kappa, Alpha. Not her sorority. [reference to AB] Alpha, Kappa, Alpha. 
RW-N: Okay. And, and that sorority goes back to your West Virginia State days? 
NJF: Yes. 
RW-N: Uh-huh. So it's all these years that you have continued to be involved with that. 
NJF: Uh, there were a few when I wasn't active, (RW-N: Uh-huh) but most time I've been active. 
RW-N: And you meet here in Huntington? (NJF: Mmm-hmm) Are there other organizations that 
you belong to today? 
NJF: Yeah, the Alumni Association, West Virginia State College Alumni Association. 
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RW-N: And you actively participate in that? You actively participate in that? 
NJF: Yes. And I'm on the Habitat board. 
AB: And for many years, she was very involved with the Douglass High School reunion 
committee and the work that went on there. 
NJF: Still am. I'm on the board of directors of that. (RW-N: Okay) Uh .. .I like to play bridge, 
and I like to play Whist. 
RW-N: What was that? 
AB: Whist, W-h-i-s-t. 
RW-N: W-h-i-s-t. 
NJF: You never heard of that? 
RW-N: No. 
NJF: Oh, boy, you didn't go to West Virginia State. [laughter] 
RW-N: I'm culturally deprived as Ancella tells me from time to time. 
NJF: And I walk, and uh, I stay active. 
RW-N: Uh-huh. And your friendships? I mean, obviously you know a lot of people connected 
up--old friends, to these fraternities, to the Alumni Association. Do you have a best friend these 
days or a couple of best friends? 
NJF: I have a lot of friends. (RW-N: You have a lot of friends.) Mmm-hmm, a lot of 
acquaintances and a lot of friends. 
RW-N: How do you see your life evolving in the next years to come? Is there anything especially 
important that you do, or. .. ? 
NJF: Well, inasmuch as I'm getting up in age, and I try not to dwell on my age, because I think 
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you're as old as you feel. And uh, I'm going to try to stay active as long as I can, until I just can't 
be active any more. Because I don't believe in just sitting down. I like to be into things. 
RW-N: So, your life is quite active these days? (NJF: I think ... ) Most days you're out of the 
house at some time? 
NJF: Most of the time out of the house. [laughing] 
RW-N: Do you recall in your life having different kinds of dreams, perhaps at different times? 
And have you, have you uh, reached those dreams? Or have you not really thought about life in 
that way? 
NJF: No. 
RW-N: Did you have a dream for your children, for example? Did you have a dream for your 
children? 
NJF: Just that they would, you know, grow up and be successful, be happy, and have good 
health. 
RW-N: How do you feel about growing older? (NJF: Mmh?) How do you feel about growing 
older? 
NJF: I don' t think on it, I don't dwell on it. I really don't. Because it's gonna happen; if you live, 
you're gonna get older. (RW-N: Right. [chuckle]) I hope to grow old gracefully. [NJF: laugh] 
But it, it doesn't bother me. I can live with it. I can handle it. 
RW-N: Do you have uh, aside from friends, is there anyone in your family that you're seeing a 
good deal of these days? (NJF: In my family?) Uh, yes, you have your two sons here, right? 
(NJF: Mmm-hmm) And grandchildren, some grandchildren here. 
NJF: Mmm-hmm. I have four grandchildren. 
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RW-N: Do you spend much time with them, or do you have weekly contacts with them or with 
your brothers or sisters, or ... ? 
NJF: I have a sister here, I spend a lot of time with her. My grand kids I don't see as much now. 
Uh, one of them is getting older, and she didn't see the need for me to baby sit with them anymore. 
And I imagine this winter I'll probably have two of them after school. But I don't spend as much 
time with them now, as I used to. Cause they've gotten older and they don't need me. [laughs] 
RW-N: Yes, right. But you do have your sister, who you spend a lot of time with? (NJF: Mmm-
hmm) And is that the sister who you earlier told us you were closest to? 
NJF: Well, I guess so, because she's here. 
RW-N: Uh-huh. The two of you are here? 
NJF: Mmrn-hmm. And I've got two sisters in Dayton. 
RW-N: Uh, is there anything that we have not asked you about that we really should have asked 
you about? 
NJF: Mmrn-mmm. It depends on what you're interested in knowing. [laughs] 
. RW-N: Is there anything that's been important to you in your life that perhaps didn't come up in 
any way, that you'd like to talk about? [machine beeping-nearing end of tape] 
NJF: No. I can't think of anything. 
RW-N: You have anything? [comment to AB] 
AB: I don't think so. 
NJF: I just uh, I think I've done a pretty good job of raising my kids. Uh, I managed to educate all 
of them And they're all doing very well. And uh, I don't think I can ask for any more. That's 
about it. 
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RW-N: So you're fairly-you really are fairly content at this time of your life then? 
NJF: Yes, I am. (RW-N: uh-huh) And I'm not a wealthy person. I know I never will be. And I 
don't crave for those things I know I'll never have. I'm content with what I have ... and what I 
don't have. [chuckles] 
RW-N: Okay, well, we'll end then, okay? We'll end the conversation then, if you (NJF: Okay) 
think everything' s been covered. 
END OF INTERVIEWS 
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